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Please Note: When I was just starting I did not have my own domain name. 
Around 2000 I bought the domain name: rickdoble.net

which I have now owned since that time
However, these are the addresses you may see listed before that date

http://www.clis.com/savvynews/digi_art/
http://www.clis.com/savvynews/snow/

http://www.clis.com/savvynews/photos/
http://www.clis.com/savvynews/exhibit/

http://doble.interspeed.net/
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INTRODUCTION: Deciding To Focus On The Internet

In 1998 I decided to call myself an "Internet Artist." I invented that name on my own and  
had not heard anyone else use that -- so I may have been the first person to call myself that. 

Almost from the very beginning in 1997 when I first put my art on the Internet, I decided I 
would concentrate on placing most of my work on the Web with a smaller part of my effort  
geared toward showing in galleries and museums -- the traditional way that photography had 
been shown and accepted for almost 200 years. I also wanted to add my ideas, essays, and 
thoughts with my imagery which worked quite well on the Internet -- as text and pictures 
could be shown together on a web page. But this did not work so well in galleries. And I  
wanted to use digital technology to either expand existing art forms or to create new and 
original art forms -- perhaps forms that would only work on the Internet.

It is important to remember that a couple of decades ago the Internet was slow. One of my 
animated GIFs that today takes a few seconds to load might take two minutes then. The 
same was true for still photographs -- as large ones could take a long time to display. So 
after deciding I would be an "Internet Artist," I had to learn how to maximize my work for fast 
loading and quick display and also how to get the 'word out' on the Internet about the art I  
had online and the new work as I added it. 

Truncated, compressed view of Doble's original home page on the Internet  in 1999.
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This Art Is Different
Doble's Internet Art explores a new approach to art

Artwork style:
• It is experimental
• It invents new terminology such as 'Internet Artist'
• It expands on existing art forms such as self-portraits
• It creates new arts forms such as interactive digital totem poles
• It often combines science and art as in the snowflake pictures
• It often reaches back to past art movements and ideas such as the Italian Futurists
• It combines imagery often with writing and ideas as with Doble's many essays

Audience
• It reaches a worldwide audience
• Virtually anyone in the world can view Doble's artwork at no cost -- anyone with a 

computer, a cell phone or access to a computer such as at an Internet cafe
• Doble reaches out to teachers, students, and schools  and shares his material
• It has inspired people to create new kinds of art themselves

Access: 
• His work is free on the Internet
• Doble's reaches his audience through a variety of channels: his own website, PDF 

documents on the academia.edu scholastic website, allowing free use and download of 
his photography and artwork at commons.wikimedia.org, plus his blogs, eBooks, 
printed books, newsstand articles and conferences and academic journals

• Full sized files of much of his best work can be downloaded without copyright 
restrictions

• Doble's policy has always been that schools, teachers, students, non-profits, arts 
organizations and individuals can use his material at no cost as long as he is credited
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Establishing
A Presence

On The Internet
Starting In 1997

NOTE: Screenshots (screen grabs, screen captures) of blogs, websites, and 
papers are often cropped, compressed and truncated in this document to show 

only the relevant parts that relate to the art of Rick Doble. In most cases you can 
click on the accompanying URL to view the full webpage or document. 
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Signature shadow picture by and of Rick Doble 
as a cover for Pif Magazine in 1999

When I put my snowflakes up on the Internet 
this was the CBS radio announcement noting me as an Internet Artist:

WCBS, New York NEWSRADIO 88: Internet Minute (1998)
http://www.wcbs880.com/ (URL at the time, now changed)

We're dreaming of a White Christmas, and while Nature may or may not cooperate with 
our dream this year - we can see snowflakes as we never have on the net. Rick Doble is an 
Internet Artist - An E-Artist, so to speak. Have you ever tried to look at snow-flakes. It isn't 
easy, because they melt so quickly. Each little crystal is believed to be unique - the 
molecules of moistures freezing with particular beauty every time around its host mote of 
airborne dust. There are still photos, and animations of snowflakes in Rick's online exhibit. 
It's a nice little thing to check out, to get you into the spirit of snow this season.
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Here is one of Doble's announcements in 1999 
that was archived and is still online at:

http://www.driftline.org/cgi-bin/archive/archive_msg.cgi?file=spoon-archives/avant-garde.archive/avant-
garde_1999/avant-garde.9905&msgnum=34&start=1351
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Continuation of Doble's announcement from the above page, 
concluding with Doble's signature as an Internet Artist at the bottom
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Arti FAQ 2100 (2000): This website for high school students is associated 
with the Board of Education, City of New York and has been online since 
2000. Doble is referred to as an Internet Artist. He donated a good deal of 
his time to help put this resource together.
"Through our research and developing of this project, Internet 
Artist [ED:my emphasis] Rick Doble contacted us to share his ideas 
and perspectives on art. Many of his points complement our  

project."
http://users.erols.com/sjfeld/nyc/intro.htm

http://users.erols.com/sjfeld/nyc/director.htm
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General Reviews 
Of Doble's Early Digital Art Work

http://www.netsurf.com (no longer online)
Volume 05, Issue 24 Friday, August 06, 1999
Look, Ma - No Film!
Lousy resolution and weird color problems have been enough to keep most professional 
photographers off digital cameras, but Rick Doble saw the new medium as an opportunity to 
experiment. Rick's art gallery shows how very different from analogue digital still effects can 
be, and how to animate sequences of stills frames. But don't go to this site for how-to 
instructions; digital cameras are changing by the nanosecond, anyway. Go read Rick's 
essays and see his stuff to soak up his creative, adventurous excitement about seeing the 
world in a fresh way each time he clicks the shutter.

http://www.netsurf.com  (no longer online)
Volume 06, Issue 21
Thursday, June 15, 2000
Rick Doble is a digital artist who has invested his work with a great deal of thought. His 
digital totem pole exhibit is a series of 10 high-quality abstractions. The images and patterns 
are derived from the manmade and natural world. Rick lists the major artists and artifacts 
that influenced his work. This is serious stuff, and very moving. The site has several other 
online galleries of Rick's digital art, all worth visiting. Don't skip the Third Annual Snowflake 
Exhibit. You can also browse Rick's written philosophical musings on digital art and the 
nature of art in the 21st century. If you think of art as more than just pretty pictures, this is 
truly a stand-out site.

Netweek Magazine (an Australian Magazine)
 (no longer online)
Netweek Editor's Choice Award, 1999

Richard deGaris Doble is a pioneering artist - the works of art he creates are designed 
exclusively for Internet viewers. Doble seems to have come to terms with the requirements of 
the medium and has made his digital photographs and animations interesting and easy-to-
download, for an easily-distracted audience. Among the best work here, are his 'impossible' 
self-portraits, the winter driving sequence and his digital totem poles for the Internet. 
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World Wide Web World
These pages are no longer online.

1st Review
Rick does several things, and does them well. He designs web pages. His straight-forward 
approach shows him to be adept at that. He also takes photographs. Examples are here in 
several different galleries. He also writes short stories and poetry. Indeed, we hope to see 
some of his work in a future issue. Stop in, enjoy the content, and get to know Rick. He is 
well worth knowing.

2nd Review
Rick Doble takes pictures. He uses a digital camera, and gets incredible results, then 
arranges the images into themed shows, and places them on the web for us to enjoy. Oh, 
and he does all of this really well.

See a 3 page review of Doble's Internet work in 1999
by a local critic in Appendix II
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Newsstand magazine that gave Doble a full page review (2001)
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Listing in History of Digital Art, starting in 2003
http://www.lastplace.com/LivingHistory/doble.htm

Listing in the Webmuseum Cyberculture Research Library section for artists:
http://www.lastplace.com/page177.htm
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4 Covers For Pif Magazine On The Internet, 1998-2002
http://www.pifmagazine.com/author/rick/
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Digital
Snowflakes
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This text is from Doble's first Internet art exhibit created in 1997 for Christmas

Snowflake Splendor
"digital snowflakes are falling on the Internet"

By Rick Doble
Internet Artist

On display are color-enhanced digital pictures of magnified snowflakes. These 
pictures were derived in part from the half-century study of thousands of snow 

crystals by W. A. Bentley.
http://www.rickdoble.net/snow/snowmenu.htm

See the quote in 1998 from WCBS, New York NEWSRADIO 88: Internet Minute 
on page 5 of this document for one of the earliest mentions of Doble's snowflake art
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Snowflakes as used by other websites and organizations

Daybreak publication online, 3 of Doble's snowflakes, 1999

Belgian website that featured Doble's snowflake art, 1999
http://users.skynet.be/sky84605/sneeuwkristallen.html
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Experimentia blog used Doble's snowflake images in 2001
http://experimentia.tripod.com/vol1/iss1/p12.html
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Doble's snowflakes printed in the UK for the ICE ZONE show in 2003
at the International Centre for Life, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, UK

http://www.centreforlife.co.uk
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Buckminster Fuller's site lists Doble as an Internet Artist and links to his 
snowflakes: http://www.buckminster.info/Index/N/Nature-G-Z.htm

Doble's snowflake pictures have been submitted to NASA to be sent to Asteroid 
Bennu on NASA's OSIRIS-REx Mission in the fall of 2016

http://www.americaspace.com/?p=91798
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Teachers Using Doble's Snowflake Ideas

Different teachers used Doble's digital snowflakes with pupils: 
http://vsedgwick.edublogs.org/author/stmcomputers/page/11/
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Teachers for 4th & 7th grade who have used 
Doble's snowflakes and his methods for teaching

https://stmcomputers.edublogs.org/tag/rick-doble/
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Digital
Totem
Poles
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Digital Totem Poles (2000)
An Original Interactive Form For The Internet
http://www.rickdoble.net/totem/index.html

Artist Statement 
Long lines of evolving color and texture cannot be seen all at once and challenge 
the limitations of the browser while at the same time creating a virtual line that 
could only  be achieved with a computer  and a browser.  The tallest  of  these 
virtual  lines would be as much as eleven feet high if  it  could be seen in its 
entirety. However, the browser only lets us take a peek at a part of one. We must 
scroll up and down the pole to get a sense of its size and full dimension.
The viewer must put the pieces of each of these totem lines together to make a 
full picture or decide where to stop along the line for a look.

http://www.netsurf.com  (no longer online)
Volume 06, Issue 21
Thursday, June 15, 2000
Rick Doble is a digital artist who has invested his work with a great deal of thought. His 
digital totem pole exhibit is a series of 10 high-quality abstractions. The images and patterns 
are derived from the manmade and natural world. Rick lists the major artists and artifacts 
that influenced his work. This is serious stuff, and very moving. 
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Doble's digital Totem Poles were included in the:
New Media Line Exhibit (2002)

http://www.kanonmedia.com/news/nml/doble.htm

One of 2 German sites that publicized this online exhibition 
along with a number of other sites in the US

http://www.boa-muenchen.org/boa-kuenstlerkooperative/ausstel0.htm
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Abstract Pictures
Of TV Static
& Cosmic 

Microwave Background 
Radiation 

(CMBR)
From The Big Bang
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Abstract Pictures of TV Static
& Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) From The Big Bang

From Doble's Website
http://www.rickdoble.net/tvstatic/index.html

http://www.rickdoble.net/big_bang/index.html
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Enhanced images from TV static optimized for the signal from the Big Bang,
(CMBR): http://www.rickdoble.net/big_bang
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Reprint of Doble's TV static work online

http://weheartit.com/entry/13549678

http://instituteofstaticstudies.blogspot.com/
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National Public Radio (NPR) interview with Rick Doble 
about his TV static imagery in 2009

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=105371296
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GIF
Animations

Or
Possibly 

The First Cinemagraphs
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GIF Animations From Early Small Digital Photographs
The First Cinemagraphs?

You must look at these GIF animations online 
as they will not display properly in a PDF document

http://www.rickdoble.net/animate/index.html

Doble's Animations From Early Small Digital Photographs 
-- Artist statement from Doble's website & animations at Enculturation --

My small animations are NOT "mini-movies" but an art form that is quite different. Because 
they loop and repeat, because the timing is often different from frame to frame, and because 
pictures may have been taken at different intervals (not regular short intervals like film or 
video), they are more like music or a pulsing living being. 

Animate means "having life" according to the dictionary. Unlike still photography which deals 
in two dimensions (x and y axis), these photographic animations deal in four dimensions (x, y, 
z axis plus time). Little animations may achieve what the Cubist and Futurist painters at the 
beginning of the century were trying to achieve, that is the ability to see the whole object in 
space and time in one work of art. There are many other mediums that I plan to pursue using 
four dimensions. Four dimensions is not just a concept but a reality of physics. For example 
Einstein adapted the age-old Pythagorean formula for the hypotenuse of a triangle to 
accommodate time as another component.
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Doble's animations were shown at the French DOC(K)S symposium in 1999 and
put online plus a picture of Doble's website and artist statement was in the book 

from this symposium and his animations were on the included CD

Cover of book with CD Rom

These animations are still online:
http://www.akenaton-docks.fr/DOCKS-datas_f/collect_f/auteurs_f/D_f/DOBLE_f/doble.html 

These animations are based on the four basic ancient Greek elements: air, earth, fire & water.
Or in French: LES QUATRE ELEMENTS: La TERRE, 'AIR, le FEU, l'EAU 

Selon les Grecs antiques ceux-ci Ètaient les ÈlÈments de base dans le monde.
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Doble  was the Featured Artist for his GIF animations in
Enculturation Issue 2:1 -- On the Film/Image (Fall 1998)

http://enculturation.net/2_1/toc.html#doble

http://enculturation.net/2_1/doble/
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Review of Doble's animations at the Enculturation website 
by the Film Philosophy Journal of the U.K. (1999)

http://www.film-philosophy.com/vol3-1999/n15martin-jones

Excerpt from David Martin-Jones' April 1999 review of the 
Enculturation Issue 2:1 -- On the Film/Image

As an interesting additional piece, the 'Featured Artist' page contains 'Animations' by Rick 
Doble. A selection of several of his 'small animations', some of which can take a little while to 
download, but which are well worth the wait. _Enculturation_ is definitely taking advantage of 
an aspect of the electronic medium that a print journal really cannot compete with.

Doble creates 'photographic animations', a series of photographs, taken at intervals to 
accommodate the movement within time of the object. These are then placed in a loop, or 
repeated, but with asynchronous intervals between each shot. The randomness inscribed 
aims, Doble argues, towards the same goals as those of the futurists, or the cubists: the 
visualising of the whole of an object in both space and time. It is the perfect example of the 
way in which technological innovations change the way art is created, and, in this e-journal 
format, the way in which it can be disseminated and received. A particular favourite was the 
somewhat vertiginous 'ceiling'. The shadow of the smoke alarm perhaps tracing a visual 
analogy for time passing, the shadow of a sundial? Whilst 'driving', due to Doble's inclusion 
of himself within the shot, with its changing backgrounds coexisting with the (illusionary) 
unchanging position of the artist, is as good an example of Deleuze's theory in _Cinema 2_ 
as you are likely to find. In essence, Doble's art is akin to having your own 'flick-book' 
included in your print journal.
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Painting With Light
Or Using The 'Light Drawing'

Capability Of Digital Photography
To Create

A New Kind Of Imagery
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Painting With Light 
a new area of Rick Doble's website

This section opened in 2003 but
the work exhibited was created from 1999-2003

http://www.rickdoble.net/paintingwithlight/index.html
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Rhizome sent out the following art news item in 2003 that went worldwide
http://rhizome.org/editorial/2003/feb/28/lighting-the-low-tech/

Here is how the Rhizome art news item showed in Russia
Archived Russian listing: artinfo.ru/ru/news/main/artarchive/contents-14.htm
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More versions of the Rhizome art news piece

Clicking on Doble's self-portrait linked to the full Rhizome art news article
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Museum
And

Gallery Shows
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Museum And Gallery Shows
Of Rick Doble's Internet Art
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Also these shows:

• Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin, Ireland, 2002
http://www.stunned.org/imma/netart_open.htm

• Omaha Center for Contemporary Art, Omaha, NE, juried show, 
1999

• Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, Perth, Australia, juried show 
1999
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8 Essays
Reprinted
Or Cited

Since 1997
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8 Essays About Digital And Experimental Art
Have Been Reprinted Or Cited Since 1997

http://www.rickdoble.net/essaymenu.html
Essay: 

Thoughts About Art in the 21st Century (1997)
has been archived by the National Library of Australia, used as part of a project 
for high school students associated with the Board of Education of NYC, and is 

still online after almost 20 years in the TAF Journal of Culture on the Edge plus it 
was used as a prime source in a panel discussion on The Future of Art in 2004 at 

San Jose State University in San Jose California.
To see the full essay plus detail about how it has been used click on this address:

Thoughts About the Future of Art in the 21st Century (1997): Rick Doble
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Essay: 
Is Digital Photography the New Expressive Visual Art? (1999)

http://www.rickdoble.net/photoexpress.htm

This essay has been on the web at Log Cabin Chronicles since 1999
http://www.tomifobia.com/doble2.html
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(2004) Essay used in a course in Hong Kong
http://sweb.cityu.edu.hk/SM2221/index.shtml
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Compressed & truncated blog mention (2010)
http://walkengjr.blogspot.com/2010/12/dof-3_8592.html
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Essay cited at the 10th Generative Art Conference, 2007, in Milan, Italy
www.generativeart.com/on/cic/papersGA2007/35.pdf

International professional photographer Philippe Tarbouriech listed this and the 
next essay as important to his work: http://www.phitar.com/pages/en/digi.html 
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Translation into Italian in which Doble's essay was called prophetic (2011)
http://www.cultorweb.com/foto/ExpC.html
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Essay: 
Thoughts About Using A Digital Camera (1998)

http://www.rickdoble.net/dvdessay.htm

This essay has been on Log Cabin Chronicles since 1999
http://www.tomifobia.com/digipix.html
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Top: The Global Living Diary of Digital Art reprinted this essay in 1999
http://www.lastplace.com/LivingHistory/doble.htm

Bellow: Review in Utah's art magazine (2003): 
http://www.artistsofutah.org/15bytes/03dec/page5.html
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Essay: 
The Digital Way to Experiment (1999)

http://www.rickdoble.net/thedigitalwaytoexperiment.html

This essay has been on the web at the Digigallery website since 1999
http://www.digigallery.com/1999/articles/thedigitalwaytoexperiment.html
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Other Essays: 
A Touch Of The Savage (2002)

http://www.rickdoble.net/essay_savage.htm
Truth-To-Materials In Photography (2003)

http://www.rickdoble.net/paintingwithlight/truthtomaterials.html

Blog discussion of the idea of truth to materials (2005)
http://orexis-lumen.blogspot.com/2005/03/concept-truth-to-materials.html
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A Touch Of The Savage has been online since 2002 
at the International Digital Art website

http://www.idaprojects.org/articles/doble.html
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2007, 10th Generative Art Conference, Milan, Italy
www.generativeart.com/on/cic/papersGA2007/35.pdf

Essay: 
Post Style (2002)

http://www.rickdoble.net/essay_poststyle.htm

Newsstand magazine, Life Imitating Art, newsstand, 2002
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Essay: 
Is There A Market For Digital Art?

http://www.rickdoble.net/essay_market.htm

Doble's response to a question about marketing in 2001
http://retiary.org/idea/idea5/idea_5/da_resps/da_resps.htm

Doble's essay cited at the Generative Art Conference of 2004 in Milan, Italy
http://www.generativeart.com/on/cic/papersGA2004/b6.htm
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Complimentary Blog Devoted To My Work 2008
https://sheilawhittam.wordpress.com/2008/05/28/rick-doble-digital-imaging/
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2 Books
About Digital 
Photography

Authored
By Rick Doble
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Career Building Through Digital Photography 
by Rick Doble

Rosen Publishing Group, New York, 2008

http://www.rosenpublishing.com/index.php?
page=shop.product_details&flypage=flypage.tpl&isbn=9781404219410&option=

com_virtuemart
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The Everything Digital Photography Book, 2nd Edition 

by Rick Doble, 
Adams Media Corporation, Avon, MA, 2008.

(362 pages, including 77 photographs by Doble)
Published in print edition, now only available in Kindle edition

https://www.amazon.com/Everything-Digital-Photography-Book-
professional-ebook/dp/B0045Y233E?
ie=UTF8&*Version*=1&*entries*=0
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Examples Of People
Using And

Being Inspired By
The Ideas

Of Rick Doble
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An Article Using My Ideas Followed By 
Implementation Of Those Ideas By A Variety Of Photographers 

Melisa Ke created this tutorial from my photos and writings (2013)

https://melisake03.wordpress.com/
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A photo by Melisa Ke using Doble's ideas
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The Firefly Forest, T. Beth Kinsey (2005)
http://fireflyforest.net/firefly/2005/10/02/digital-camera-fun/
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Morgan of Meh Art says this photo was inspired by Rick Doble
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/552394710525194180/
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Alex Evans: Zoom Burst at Night - Vancouver Apartment Building (2010)
http://dailyphotovancouver.blogspot.com/2010_12_01_archive.html
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Italian Futurism 
And 

The New Capabilities 
Of Digital Photography
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Italian Futurism 
And The New Capabilities Of Digital Photography

2008: Page from Rickdoble.net showing Italian Futurist imagery 
next to that achieved with digital photography

www.rickdoble.net/lifestory/visual_influences/visual_influence_futurism.htm
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Starting around the year 2000, Rick Doble was the first to assert (according to 
the Italian expert Mauro Francaviglia) that the capabilities of digital photography 
could achieve the artistic goals of the Italian Futurist movement that flourished 
one hundred years ago. He had written several essays on this topic and created 
work in this vein on his website, RickDoble.net. In 2008 he created a show that 
specifically highlighted this ability at the  reNEW, reUSE, reVIEW exhibit at the 
Eyedrum Gallery in Atlanta, Georgia, USA in January 2008. 

http://www.pd.org/~eyedrum/calendar/index.php?
eventTypeId=1&id=1808&month=1&year=2008
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Doble's essays and online exhibits led to his ideas being presented to the 12th 
Generative Art Conference in Milan, Italy in 2009 -- the exact 100th anniversary 

of the start of the Italian Futurist movement
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Links for the above 12th Generative Art Conference documents
Abstract

http://www.generativeart.com/on/cic/GA2009Papers/39.pdf
Full Paper

http://www.generativeart.com/on/cic/GA2009Papers/p39.pdf
2010 Aplimat paper (next)

http://www.aplimat.com/files/Journal_volume_3/Number_1.pdf  
Document about Rick Doble's experimental photography 

at the 2008 Atlanta exhibit that compared his work to the Italian Futurists
https://www.academia.edu/24837173/Rick_Dobles_Experimental_Photography_

at_a_2008_Exhibit_That_Compared_His_Work_to_the_Italian_Futurists
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Doble's work was also published in the academic magazine Aplimat in 2010
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Doble's Work
Since 2010
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Rick  Doble's  book  Experimental  Digital  Photography  was  published  by  Lark 
Books/Sterling  Publishing  in  2010.  (New  York/London).  The  book  contains 
extensive examples and explanations of Doble's experimental techniques. 5000 
copies were printed and the book sold out.
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Facebook page with over 1100 likes: 
https://www.facebook.com/experimentaldigitalphotography.book.rick.doble/

234 libraries carry this book world wide: 
http://www.worldcat.org/title/experimental-digital-

photography/oclc/311761036?referer=list_view
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Examples of listings in three libraries in the US and one in Malaysia 
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College Libraries
A total of 48 college & university libraries list Doble's book

http://spcollege.libguides.com/c.php?g=254466&p=1695642
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Doble's book listed as a Media Resource in Australia for 2012-2016
http://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Documents/vce/media/MediaResources2012-

2016.doc
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Aplimat, Journal of Applied Mathematics, three articles citing Doble's book
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Listing In Sterling Publishing Catalog Of 2010

Professional Reviews
Unfortunately these are no longer online but have been verified in the past by Amazon

Outlines how to express yourself through experimental photography. I 
like the hands-on exercises - great way to experience the information 

and techniques taught through this book. Extremely well done! 
--thereviewsource.net -- review by Thomas Nelson

Doble, a photographer for more than 40 years, throws out the rule book 
and teaches techniques that foster expressive, experimental images. ---- 

libraryjournal.com -- by Daniel Lombardo

Filled with stunning images...the book is a feast for the eyes and so can 
be both read as a book and flicked through for inspiration at other times 

when you are feeling creatively constipated. 
Wayne Cosshall, Digital ImageMaker.  --dimagemaker.com
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Booksellers Worldwide

Booksellers in: the U.K. (top, left), France (top, right), Germany (bottom, left), 
Estonia (bottom, right)

Listing at an Arabic bookseller
http://psyedu.ut.ac.ir/Forms/lib/Arzin-Excel-TIBF27.xls

Listing of Doble's book at "The Ocean University of China" "It is colloquially 
known as Haida [and] is a university in Qingdao. As one of the key 

comprehensive universities of China, it is under the direct jurisdiction of the 
Ministry of Education." Wikipedia

http://library.ouc.edu.cn/Account/Uploads/2013wwbook.xls
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Doble's  'Italian  Futurist'  type  photographs,  also  known  as  space-time 
photographs, were part of the SCIENAR (Science/Art) European project. Doble's 
photo of a violinist in motion (top) was featured in the SCIENAR Catalog and 
poster for the exhibit in Bucharest, Romania in 2010.

http://docslide.us/documents/31986546-catalog-scienar.html 
Doble has written a detailed account of his almost 10 years of work with the 
SCIENAR project. You can view and/or download this PDF at this URL:
Rick Doble's Space-Time Photographs and Writings with the European SCIENAR 

(Science/Art) Project
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Rick Doble, author, Shake Shots - Movement Makes Light Paintings, 
Shutterbug Magazine, 2010
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Rick Doble Paints with Light (VIDEO)
Transcript of interview with Rick Doble (2011) by Art Digital Magazine

http://www.artdigitalmagazine.com/?p=2810
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This Light Painting Workshop quotes Doble extensively (2011)
https://deviantsociology.wordpress.com/2011/10/19/light-painting-workshop/
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Continuation of text from Light Painting Workshop
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A series of paid articles for the Barnes & Noble website about digital photography 
in 2011; the website was called PIXIQ.com and is no longer online
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A series of paid articles for the Barnes & Noble website about digital photography 
in 2011; the website was called PIXIQ.com and is no longer online

Reprinted in 2013 at the Light Painting World Alliance (LWPA) website (see later)
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Page on a Chinese website taking about Fotomen and citing one of Doble's 
essays written for PIXIQ.com

http://fotomen.cn/2011/06/rick-doble/
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Bridges 2011: Mathematics, Music, Art, Architecture, Culture
Doble co-author of: 

Futurism, Geometry of  “Photodynamism” and Digital Photography 
http://archive.bridgesmathart.org/2011/bridges2011-459.pdf 
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One-person show at the Beaufort Art Center, Beaufort, NC (2012)
All work was shown on digital picture frames (DPF) that cycled through a themed 
series of photographs. Next to each DPF was a thumbnail printout of the pictures 
that were in the memory of that DPF so the viewer could freeze or fast forward 
to a picture if desired. 
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A thumbnail printout was next to each digital picture frame (DPF) 
at Doble's show
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Bridges 2012: Mathematics, Music, Art, Architecture, Culture
Two of Doble's photos were shown in a month long exhibit 

and one shown at the conference
http://gallery.bridgesmathart.org/exhibitions/2012-bridges-conference/rickdoble
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Known as the VisMath Anthology, this 241 page book is in English, Hungarian, 
and Croatian. Doble's co-authored essay, The Geometry of “Photodynamism” in 
Futuristic Art and Digital Photography, is included (see next page)

View at: https://issuu.com/kristoffenyvesi/docs/vismathanthology
Or download: http://docslide.us/documents/the-vismath-anthology-full-

book.html
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Doble's co-authored article in the VisMath Anthology
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French site featuring one of Doble's 'Futurist' photos of a woman singing (2013)
http://diffractions.info/2013-08-23-la-danse-de-pi-lorsque-jamendo-soppose-

au-libre/
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Harriet Scanlon University of South Wales
This article includes a detailed description of 

"creative lighting techniques" based on Doble's ideas (2013)
http://harrietscanlonusw.blogspot.com/2013/12/creative-lighting-

techniques.html?view=classic
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Story of the Creative: July 25 - Sept 10, 2013
Doble's digital artwork was part of a group show that

opened at the Angel Orensanz Foundation for Arts, 172 Norfolk St, NYC
http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-1329/story-of-the-creative-2013.html
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Light Painting World Alliance (LPWA) reprint  of my series of essays:
HOW PHOTOGRAPHY CHANGED TIME, first posted in 2013

http://www.lpwalliance.com/publication/44/

Light Painting World Alliance (LPWA) reprint  of my series of essays: A BRIEF 
HISTORY OF LIGHT & PHOTOGRAPHY, first posted in 2013

http://www.lpwalliance.com/publication/43/
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Managing Your Digital Self  (2014)
Doble's self-shadow photo used for illustration

https://www.historians.org/publications-and-directories/perspectives-on-
history/january-2014/managing-your-digital-self
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Doble's snowflake used in Wikiquote (2014)
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Wikiquote:Quote_of_the_day/April_27,_2014
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bio stories (2014)
Doble's self-shadow photo used for illustration

http://www.biostories.com/media/Volume_4_Issue_2.pdf
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French interactive web exposition, Doble's work part of 36 artists online (2014)
http://www.atelier.digitaliiis.com/IMMERSION/ARTISTS/X023_Rick_Doble.php
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2014: As Doble predicted in his essay on marketing in 2001, digital art is now 
being sold over the Internet to be displayed on flat screen TVs. Doble was invited 
to sell his work at the newly formed Depict.com company that sells artists' work 
in this manner in limited editions. 

https://depict.com
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French Canadian page about Doble's art and its connection to the Italian Futurist 
Movement (2015)

http://curiummag.com/la-vitesse-en-art/
TRANSLATION: SPEED IN ART

Futurism is a European art movement (1909-1920) that glorified speed. The 
poet Filippo Marinetti, who signed the Futurist Manifesto, said the car was an 
invention more beautiful than all the works of art in the Louvre (!). For Futurist 
artists, the beauty of speed replaced aesthetics.
Futurist painters sought to translate rapid movement into their works. Today, we 
can find the influence of Futurism in the digital photographs of Rick Doble.
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Internet conference in Paris at the Internet Workshop (Atelier Internet) 
using one of Doble's snowflakes (2015)

https://web90.hypotheses.org/1325
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Doble's  experimental  self-portraiture  was  part  of  Photographer  Self-Portraits 
page  at  illusion.scene360.com.  The  illusion.scene360.com  website  won  the 
coveted Webby award for Best Art Website in 2015 and had been nominated 3 
times altogether. This highly respected global art site wrote about Doble: 
"A dance of  light in the work of  experimental  photographer Rick Doble.  Rick 
Doble has a reputation as a master of  experimental  self-portraits  and digital 
photography.  He  uses  light  and  technology  in  wonderfully  bizarre  ways  to 
challenge our preconceptions as to what self portraiture can be."

http://illusion.scene360.com/art/80428/photographer-self-portraits/ 
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Same article as before, only in Russian

Italian Photographer: Doble is cited in his brief bio as one of his inspirations;
Doble is mentioned as the "the painter with the light" 

http://www.giovannialaia.it/lang/it/biografia
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The SCIENAR (Science/Art) project in 2016 in Milan, Italy. Doble's photographs 
are compared to Italian Futurist paintings and sculptures. 
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SCIENAR 2016 Document link:
http://effediesse.mate.polimi.it/file/1/File/2015_16FDSseminari/PWL-

fdspolimi2016.pdf
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Doble's photographs are used in two French wikibooks: This one below on flow 
https://fr.wikibooks.org/wiki/Photographie/Th%C3%A8mes/Le_flou

and another on movement
https://fr.wikibooks.org/wiki/Photographie/Th%C3%A8mes/Le_mouvement
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This blog by Jessica Morgan written just months ago, 
shows how Doble's work has begun to affect a number of photographic artists. 
This blog is almost entirely about Doble's ideas and quotes extensively from 

Doble's book. Used with permission from Ms. Morgan.
http://www.jessicamorganpictures.com/in-defense-of-abstract-photographs/

In defense of abstract photographs
By Jessica Morgan | Published 

Mar 25 2016

It seems as though I’ve always been drawn to making abstract pictures. It’s not that I don’t like “realistic” photos and 
drawings. I do like them. I very much admire the realistic photos and drawings others make. But sometimes I find 
myself a little bored with my own efforts. I am attracted instead to working with textures, patterns, lines, shapes, and 
meanings that come from thinking about philosophy and spirituality.

Mysterious lights

My father’s (or someone’s) voice, has been a constant companion with my interest in abstraction, telling me it isn’t 
“real” or valuable. So I’m always trying to explain – to myself and others – what my abstract pictures are about, what 
they are FOR.

In the last few years, as I’ve grown more comfortable with my camera and with photo-processing software, these have 
begun to feel no different from other drawing or painting media I’ve used before. I made many realistic photographs 
when I was learning camera skills; now I’m drawn to making abstract photographs. I’ve found an inspiring book: 
Experimental Digital Photography by Rick Doble.
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Light painting (cell phone flashlight)

What is “experimental photography?” It’s pushing the camera to go beyond the way 
it’s traditionally been used: slowing the shutter to blur the image and record movement, playing with lights and light 
balance to capture the spirit of an object or scene instead of their details, and taking night and low light photos to show 
us what we don’t usually see.

Doble must get a lot of questions about his own abstract photographs because he has sprinkled his own thoughts and 
quotes from artist mentors to shed light on the thinking behind this creative direction.

In the Introduction, Doble asks: “Is It Really Photography?”

Selfie

“From the beginning, photographic technology has evolved; each advance has expanded the imagery that can be 
rendered with a camera. Digital photography also makes new and different imagery possible. Some photographers have 
trouble accepting a different kind of image, but pushing the limits of generally accepted standards has always been an 
important part of photography.

“No matter what the response is to your experimental work, you can be sure of one thing: Experimental digital 
photography is not a gimmick or a flashy technique. It expands the vocabulary of photography.”
~ Rick Doble, Experimental Digital Photography, page 13

“All things move, all things run, all things are rapidly changing. A profile is never motionless before our eyes, but it 
constantly appears and disappears.”
~ Umberto Boccioni, “Technical Manifesto of Futurist Painting” (pg 44)

“When you see a fish you don’t think of its scales, do you? You think of its speed, its floating, flashing body seen 
through the w ater… If I made fins and eyes and scales, I would arrest its movement, give a pattern or shape of reality. I 
want just the flash of its spirit.”
~ Constantin Brancusi, Sculptor (pg 57)

“Art does not reproduce the visible, it makes visible.”
~ Paul Klee, Painter (pg 137)
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Exhibit in Zagreb, Croatia by Marija Hohoš Novakovic called ENIGMA (2016)
Her work is based partly on Doble's ideas of using digital photography as an 
expressive medium. See the translation of the Croation below. The picture below 
is a poster for the show.

http://fotografija.hr/zagreb-izlozba-fotografija-marija-hohos-novakovic

TRANSLATION
An American photographer, Rick Doble, advocates in his book, Experimental 
Digital Photography, a photographic imagery that allows the artist complete 
freedom of creative expression that did not exist before digital photography. He 
says, "Break out of the box."
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APPENDIX I

DIGITAL ART PHOTOGRAPHY
The Art Work Of Rick Doble

http://rickdoble.net/

Snowflake Exhibit
http://www.rickdoble.net/snow4/index.html

TV Static Abstracts
http://www.rickdoble.net/tvstatic/index.html

Big Bang Images From
Cosmic Microwave Background

(CMB)
http://www.rickdoble.net/big_bang/index.html

Digital Totem Poles
long narrow columns with intricate designs
http://www.rickdoble.net/totem/index.html

Animations
not mini-movies but

'States Of Being'
http://www.rickdoble.net/animate/index.html

Painting With Light: Slow Shutter Speed Photos 
http://www.rickdoble.net/paintingwithlight

Tutorial: How-To Light Paint With Digital Photography 
http://www.rickdoble.net/paintingwithlight/light_painting_index.html

30 Essays: Digital-Art 
http://www.rickdoble.net/essaymenu.html

Retrospective -- Over 40 Years of Work
http://www.rickdoble.net/retrospective
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Illustrated Visual Influences Section
Painters, Photographers, Science, Art Movements That Influenced My Work

http://www.rickdoble.net/lifestory/visual_influences/index.html

Illustrated Autobiography Lifestory
http://www.rickdoble.net/lifestory

Rick Doble's Documents on Academia.edu

GENERAL ADDRESS FOR RICK DOBLE'S WORK ON ACADEMIA.EDU
https://independent.academia.edu/RickDoble

DIGITAL ARTWORK

PowerPoint: Colorized Microphotographs of Snowflakes by Rick Doble
https://www.academia.edu/9573960/PowerPoint_Colorized_Microphotographs_of_Snowflakes_by_Rick_Doble

PDF: Colorized Microphotographs of Snowflakes by Rick Doble
https://www.academia.edu/9742806/PDF_Colorized_Microphotographs_of_Snowflakes_by_Rick_Doble

Digital Pictures Made Directly From the Big Bang Radio Signal by Rick Doble
https://www.academia.edu/9604051/Digital_Pictures_Made_Directly_From_the_Big_Bang_Radio_Signal_by_Rick_Doble

Digital Totem Poles: Experimental Computer Graphics by Rick Doble
https://www.academia.edu/23895638/Digital_Totem_Poles_Experimental_Computer_Graphics_by_Rick_Doble

PowerPoint eBook: The First GIF Cinemagraphs?: Animations From 1998-2003 
With an Early Casio Camera by Rick Doble

https://www.academia.edu/8662856/PowerPoint_eBook_The_First_GIF_Cinemagraphs_Animations_From_1998-
2003_With_an_Early_Casio_Camera_by_Rick_Doble

The Art of Selfies & Self-Portraits by Rick Doble
https://www.academia.edu/9234866/The_Art_of_Selfies_and_Self-Portraits_by_Rick_Doble

PDF: Time-Flow Photography: Experimental Imagery with Continuous Motion and 
Long Shutter Speeds by Rick Doble
https://www.academia.edu/9735290/PDF_Time-

Flow_Photography_Experimental_Imagery_with_Continuous_Motion_and_Long_Shutter_Speeds_by_Rick_Doble
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PowerPoint: Time-Flow Photography: Experimental Imagery with Continuous 
Motion and Long Shutter Speeds by Rick Doble

https://www.academia.edu/9382596/PowerPoint_Time-
Flow_Photography_Experimental_Imagery_with_Continuous_Motion_and_Long_Shutter_Speeds_by_Rick_Doble

5 Year Photographic Study of Musicians in Motion: Still Photos Exposed For 
Several Seconds Using Time Flow Techniques

https://www.academia.edu/8780426/5_Year_Photographic_Study_of_Musicians_in_Motion_Still_Photos_Exposed
_For_Several_Seconds_Using_Time_Flow_Techniques

ESSAYS
Thoughts About the Future of Art in the 21st Century (1997): Rick Doble

https://www.academia.edu/9645961/Thoughts_About_the_Future_of_Art_in_the_21st_Century_1997_Rick_Dobl
e

PDF Version of eBook: 15 Years of Essay-Blogs About Contemporary Art & Digital 
Photography: In-Depth Articles from 1997-2012

https://www.academia.edu/8139929/PDF_Version_of_eBook_15_Years_of_Essay-
Blogs_About_Contemporary_Art_and_Digital_Photography_In-Depth_Articles_from_1997-2012

eBook (epub) version: 15 Years of Essay-Blogs About Contemporary Art & Digital 
Photography: In-Depth Articles from 1997-2012

https://www.academia.edu/3511979/eBook_epub_version_15_Years_of_Essay-
Blogs_About_Contemporary_Art_and_Digital_Photography_In-Depth_Articles_from_1997-2012

Introduction to Scientific Experimental Methods for Artists: How Science and Art 
Can Intersect - by Rick Doble

https://www.academia.edu/9126231/Introduction_to_Scientific_Experimental_Methods_for_Artists_How_Science
_and_Art_Can_Intersect_-_by_Rick_Doble

A Brief History of Light & Photography
https://www.academia.edu/8328398/A_Brief_History_of_Light_and_Photography

PDF Version: Complete: How Photography Changed Time by Rick Doble
https://www.academia.edu/8413071/PDF_Version_Complete_How_Photography_Changed_Time_by_Rick_Doble

Historic Timeline: The Capture of Movement in Painting and Photography by Rick 
Doble

https://www.academia.edu/8374199/Historic_Timeline_The_Capture_of_Movement_in_Painting_and_Photograph
y_by_Rick_Doble
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EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK BEFORE THE INTERNET 

Woman In Motion: A show and explanation of early digital/computer 
photography before digital cameras

https://www.academia.edu/25013568/Woman_In_Motion_A_show_and_explanation_of_early_digital_computer_
photography_before_digital_cameras

DETAILED REPORT OF DOBLE'S WORK WITH SPACE-TIME 
PHOTOGRAPHY OR PHOTOS IN THE STYLE OF THE ITALIAN FUTURISTS

Rick Doble's Space-Time Photographs and Writings with the European SCIENAR 
(Science/Art) Project

https://www.academia.edu/24480664/Rick_Dobles_Space-
Time_Photographs_and_Writings_with_the_European_SCIENAR_Science_Art_Project

Rick Doble's Experimental Photography at a 2008 Exhibit That Compared His 
Work to the Italian Futurists

https://www.academia.edu/24837173/Rick_Dobles_Experimental_Photography_at_a_2008_Exhibit_That_Compa
red_His_Work_to_the_Italian_Futurists
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APPENDIX II

Review By Clay Riley In 1999 About Doble's Art Work For The Local 
Newspaper

ART AND THE INTERNET
The digital photography, modern and contemporary art work 

of Rick Doble on the Internet
http://rickdoble.net/clayriley.htm

BY CLAY RILEY 
Director, Carteret Arts Council, Morehead City, North Carolina
This article appeared in the Carteret News-Times on Sunday, June 6, 1999

  One Carteret County gallery has had over 35,000 visitors in the last year. It is a 
site on the internet. The gallery is very exclusive, it only shows the images of 
one artist. He is critically acclaimed cyber artist Rick Doble. Doble's art is 
transferred at the speed of light to a world wide audience in an effort to share 
his vision and writings with the world.

  Doble, a UNC graduate, is a photographer that has discovered a new personal 
darkroom. This darkroom is none other than the ever present fixture of modern 
society- the computer.

  While it is not fair to say that Doble discovered the medium of computer aided 
photography, it is certain that he was a pioneer. In the mid 80's Doble devised a 
computer program that allowed scanned video images to be manipulated 
through the use of a common paint program. This opened up a new aesthetic 
world for Doble. With this new tool in hand, he started on a quest to take famous 
images that were no longer protected by copyright laws and manipulate them. 
He brought famous photographs from the late 19th and early 20th century from 
their nostalgic blurred experimentation to a sharp, digital, computerized 
statement that signifies our computer and information age. This concept can be 
seen through his  Click here to see the online Woman in Motion exhibitWoman in 
Motion Series. These black and white soft images are taken from the famous 
photographs of Eadweard Muybridge and manipulated into color digitized hard 
statements that speak of our modern world. This is not to say that he has taken 
19th century beauty and made it obscene and unfeeling. He has clarified d the 
beauty and integrated a feeling of technology, as well as making a statement 
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about our reliance on technology. He has, in a way, molded the past into the 
present.

  Abstraction is another important aspect of Doble's work. Doble has a type of 
homage to the modern masters. His click here to see the Neon Dreams 
exhibitcolor field portraits are a study in perfection. They utilize color and shape 
to purvey a sort of symmetry that has been the subject of many collegiate art 
history discussions. These images are not the haphazard nonobjective images of 
the past, images that were mere chance and complete fabrications of the mind. 
Doble's images are computer manipulations of photographs of simple every day 
objects.

  He will take something as simple as a click here to see the Spring Storm 
Abstracts exhibitsliding glass door after a rain storm and digitally photograph it. 
These abstractions are rich and full of color. They recall the work of twentieth 
century American artist Hans Hoffmann, as well as modern American Master 
Helen Frankenthaler. The only thing that is missing in the from this wonderful 
"new" medium is the concept of tactile texture. These are the wonderful bumps 
and splotches of paint that makes many abstract paintings so successful. Doble's 
work usually does not have this problem. He overcomes it by choosing incredibly 
tactile subject manner. In his works, the implied feeling of texture does exist. 
The fundamentals of art amazingly exist outside of the normal realm of art, they 
exist in the structure of numbers that is the computer language.

  Doble uses many varied techniques. He also is known as a animator of sorts. 
The process of animation has one true meaning- to bring life to an inanimate 
object. It is not meant to conjure ideas of Scooby Doo and Walt Disney. click 
here to see the Self-Portrait exhibitThese are animations of photographs . He will 
take digital photographs of himself in various states of motion, then tie them 
together in quick succession. These prove to be interesting studies in light, 
moving composition, as well as color. These animations also recall the works and 
concepts of Eadweard Muybridge, a seemingly recurrent theme in Doble's work. 
Muybridge did not actually put the images in motion, he placed photographs side 
by side depicting different stages of motion. Yet again, Doble has taken an old 
concept and revolutionized it. Instead of the photographs being placed side by 
side to convey motion. Doble has digitally placed the photographs on top of one 
another in a loop, making a never ending slide show of corresponding images. 
This is all done at the computerized gallery/studio. These animations are not 
merely cute. They are actual studies in motion, light, form, and composition. 
When one watches the academy awards and sees the awards for editing, 
lighting, and cinematography, these are the concepts that are being highlighted. 
These are the techniques that Doble uses. His art brings motion from the realm 
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of movies to the static world of painting, and portraiture.
  
One of the most interesting aspects of Doble's works is relativity of viewing 
experience. Viewing Doble's works depends on access to computer equipment 
and is bound by its limitations. The quality of the computer dictates the images 
clarity and decides whether the artist's original intent is conveyed. Also, instead 
of the viewer requiring only their eyes, Doble's work requires the viewer to be 
on-line with a computer. This statement is not meant to suggest that the works 
are out of reach of the common man, the person who does not have a computer. 
But, it is reaching a different audience than your typical traditional art forms will. 
In today's world , to see modern art, you must first find time. Then one must gas 
up the automobile and travel 3 hours. With the net you must be able to get to 
your local library, or the computer room in your home, type a few characters and 
there you are. You have art. There are many different sides to this argument. 
One faction may say that the internet has no controls, that the art will not be 
critically controlled. This same philosophy is in place every time a consumer buys 
a CD, goes to the movie, or turns on the radio. Someone had to say that the art 
deserved to be disseminated to the masses, produce it and stand behind it. The 
internet provides no critical safe guards for the viewer of art. The other side of 
the coin tells of a world where revolutionary ideas are welcome. A world where 
there are no critics controlling what people view or read. Mr. Doble probably sees 
the latter view.
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These comments by an Art/Philosophy professor in 2004 used Doble's essay 
Thoughts About Art in the 21st Century as a basis for his talk at a panel discussion

Read Doble's full online essay at: http://www.rickdoble.net/dvarthnk.htm

The Future of Art (2004)
San Jose State University

In that discussion Dr. Leddy highlighted the following ideas, thoughts 
and words from Doble's article. 

"Painting has removed itself from nature for the same reason that the society itself has 
removed itself from nature."
 "We must learn to understand, confront, and manage our own nature because it is our 
nature that has created the world we live in today and will create the world of the future."
"The goals of the New Art will be to: 
1. To explore and understand our own nature in relation to the Earth. 
2. To explore a new relationship with nature since the old bond has been broken." 
"Painting and art is well suited to create new images and icons that can serve as 
touchstones and guides to our future." 
"This art should often (but not always) be an inclusive art. By inclusive we mean an art which 
has wide appeal and is accessible to people. 
1. Too much of modern art has appealed to an in-crowd and deliberately put many viewers at 
a distance."

Philosophy/Art Professor Comments On

THOUGHTS ABOUT ART IN THE 21ST CENTURY
By Rick Doble

Date: Tue, 13 Apr 2004 23:05:42 EDT

Hello Mr. Doble:

I am a Philosophy Professor at San Jose State University and am going to be giving a talk on 
the Future of Art in a panel discussion. I would like to quote from your text. Normally I 
wouldn't make a request to quote from a public document, but since you ask quoters to 
inform you, I'm doing it. I haven't quite figured out what to say yet, but this is what I have 
written so far, as notes.

We are asked to speak about the future of art. As a philosopher I find myself thinking about 
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two words here, "future" and "art" and then of course the combination of the two. As for the 
future, we cannot see it. We might be able to predict it. Sometimes people make predictions 
based on thorough analysis of current events, and those predictions turn out to be true. I 
know that I am in the position to make a prediction about art in the way that physicists are 
able to make predictions about the outcome of experiments, or even in the way some 
economists are able to make predictions. The concept of "futurologist" itself sometimes 
seems silly. When we think about the future we often think about past predictions of the 
future, some of them just forms of entertainment. What comes to my mind is the Jetsons, an 
old cartoon strip. 

In order to say something about the future of art one must have some sort of grand theory 
about the historical nature of art. Philosophers have, from time to time, had such grand 
theories. For example Hegel thought that art had ended, to be superceded by philosophy 
itself. Marx, a Hegelian without the notion of Spirit, believed that in the communist future he 
envisioned, we would all be artists, producing our products in a non-alienated way according 
to the laws of Beauty. Arthur Danto is our contemporary Hegelian. He argues art ended at a 
very precise time and place, in New York in 1964, when Andy Warhol presented his Brillo 
Boxes to the world as a work of art. At the point Art came to its own self-understanding: it at 
last understood that art is not perceptual but conceptual, a move somewhat similar to 
Hegel's. What happens after the end of art, according to Danto. Art continues, but it no 
longer has a history in the sense of a story or a development: there will no longer be 
progress in art. 

Danto's theory had the good fortune I think of being confirmed at least to some extent over 
the last thirty years. Whereas prior to 1964, and particularly in the 20th century, we could 
almost speak of each artistic movement as a progressive step beyond the previous 
movements. After 1964 the history of art seems to be something more like what Danto calls a 
chronicle: one thing happens after another, but there is no sense of forward movement. 
Instead, we get a series of retrospectives: neo-expressionism, neo-realism, neo-geo, and so 
on. Danto thinks that after the end of art, artists will continue, as artists will satisfy the human 
need to have fun moving paint around or to imitate things, but one wonders how this can be 
if art is a matter of a quest for self-understanding. 

I think that the French postmodernist Lyotard raises perhaps the most interesting challenge 
to Danto. He argues that we are in an era of skepticism towards grand narratives. Marx's 
grand narrative of the end of history through the rise of communism, and Hegel's grand 
narrative of the coming self-understanding of the Absolute, were what he had in mind. But 
Danto also gives us a grand narrative. Postmodernism was also skeptical towards 
essentialism, and Danto is surely an essentialist insofar as he believes that art has 
discovered its own essence, i.e. in the simplified version offered by George Dickie, a work of 
art is an artifact presented by the artworld. 

But now lots of people are tired of postmodernism, and particularly of what is called theory, 
and have begun to talk about such things as a return to beauty. My own take on this, to be 
brief, is that Danto's grand narrative is a nice story, but not the only one, and that there will 
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continue to be narratives, both smaller and grand, about art and humanity, although currently 
we do not have the taste for grand narratives. 

At some point the cultural scene will transform in such a way that it will once again seem 
meaningful to ask questions like "what is art?" or "what is painting?" in the deep way that 
implies that we are concerned with a solution that could mean the salvation of humanity 
itself. Don't give up or despair. My consul is just to wait and see. My position is that the 
search for an essence of art is something that certain kinds of artists, and often the most 
interesting, just can't stop themselves from doing, and that each such definition is really an 
entire world-view in brief, a new way of seeing things, one that breaks through the encrusted 
past of everyday thinking, allowing for the possibility of new creativity. 

Still, this may not be why you have come today, and so I will return to the central issue which 
is the aspect of today's art which might count as the future of art. It seems to me that the 
best place to go in this the magazine that has long represented itself as the avant-garde in 
the U.S., Art Forum, and to the annual review in Art Forum titled "The Best of" in which 
several well known art critics give their ten best for the year, in this case "The Best of 2003." 
Unlike Danto, I am no art critic myself, although I have a long-standing fascination with 
contemporary art, perhaps that is why I like to read through documents of this sort. But let's 
reflect a bit longer before we dive in. The best of 2003, if this is really the best, and let's give 
the critics the benefit of the doubt, may not be what the critics themselves think is the future 
in 2003. Many of the items chosen were the best shows of 2003 which include some rather 
old things. On the other hand, the selection of these old things must be not simply for their 
historical value, but because they really speak to us now, and by "now" is meant the aspect 
of the now which is avant-garde, that is which refers to the future, which is out in front, 
avante. 

So when Pamela Lee chooses Richard Prince because the works seem more urgent and 
vital than they have been in a very long time (he first started doing his rephotographs of 
advertisements in the 1980s) because they relate to why "they hate us" they being the 
Islamic militants. And this leads us to think about the future in terms of what we fear the most 
and what we hope the most. Currently, we are focussed on the fear of terrorism, and 
specifically the weapon of mass destruction that might actually destroy us, for example here 
in San Jose. The future is a land of fears and hopes. 

One natural way to approach the question of the future of art is to think about the long-range 
evolution of art, and this relates of course to the evolution of mankind. This relates 
necessarily to our current move away from tribal life of small-scale societies to a 
technologically oriented life. Ellen Dissanayake, an ethnologist, understands contemporary 
postmodern art as part of the problem. 
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A possible answer is to move closer to the tribal. 

This is the approach taken by http://www.rickdoble.net/writings/arthink.htm "THOUGHTS 
ABOUT THE FUTURE OF ART IN THE 21st CENTURY - Revision 2.0" "Painting has 
removed itself from nature for the same reason that the society itself has removed itself from 
nature." One way to look at the future is in terms of all the good things technology is giving 
us. People live much longer etc. I suppose the future of art depends on how one feels about 
the future of humanity. Doble mentions the more unpleasant prospects as well. World 
population maximization, global warming. He writes, reasonably, "we must learn to 
understand, confront, and manage our own nature because it is our nature that has created 
the world we live in today and will create the world of the future." His solution: "The goals of 
the New Art will be to: 1. To explore and understand our own nature in relation to the Earth. 
2. To explore a new relationship with nature since the old bond has been broken." "Painting 
and art is well suited to create new images and icons that can serve as touchstones and 
guides to our future." "This art should often (but not always) be an inclusive art. By inclusive 
we mean an art which has wide appeal and is accessible to people. 1. Too much of modern 
art has appealed to an in-crowd and deliberately put many viewers at a distance." 

This brings out something else about the future of art: we project into the future what we 
think is best in art today, and what we value the most: this is the utopian vision of the future. 
Usually the utopian vision is offered along with a distopian vision. It is interesting that the 
future of art presented by Doble is in marked contrast to the present of art, or the recent past, 
presented to us by the art critics of the avant garde. 

Anyway, thanks for posting your interesting document. 

Yours,

Tom Leddy
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The following series of emails led to the student's paper that follows from Madeline Read-
Lyons

Hi Madeline,
 
There is no book. There was a full page review in
 eDigitalPhoto, a newsstand magazine (USA), 2001
http://www.rickdoble.net/ephotoreview.html
 
A review of my animation by a reviewer in the UK:
The Film-Philosophy Journal of London, England by David Martin-Jones 
http://www.film-philosophy.com/vol3-1999/n15martin-jones
An a review by a local reviewer:
http://www.rickdoble.net/clayriley.htm
 
As for reviewers, of course all artists have a love/hate relationship with reviewers. I tend to 
divide reviewers into roughly two categories, those who at least understand what I am trying 
to achieve and those who don't like my basic approach from the beginning. I  would certainly 
listen to feedback from the first group. I don't believe that any good artist should completely 
understand what he/she is creating. I know that may sound a bit odd but what I mean is that 
art should be very deep and intuitive; others may be better able to see aspects that the artist 
himself/herself does not realize. A teacher of mine in literature and who also wrote poetry 
said, "If I write a poem and completely understand everything in it, it is probably is not a good 
poem."
 
My favorite critics are teachers and children and students. A number of teachers have written 
me about spending an hour with their class looking at my shadow pictures or snow flakes, for 
example. Also I seem to get one email a month from a late teen, 20 something photographer 
who has been inspired by my work. If I can get people to see in a new way that is what I am 
after.
 
I doubt that I would change my basic approach; I have spend years developing a 
spontaneous, quick creative approach and that is what excites me. However, beyond that I 
might make changes.
 
The totem poles were an inspiration that occured to me one night in an almost dreamlike 
state, when I was lying in bed. I was imagining a long narrow totem pole for a web site, but 
realized that the web page was not really long enough for my purposes. I kept moving the 
image around in my mind horizontally and then vertically, wider and then narrower, when it 
occured to me that the page could scroll and that the totem could keep on going. And it would 
force the viewer to choose a stopping point, in a sense to make a composition out of a section 
of the totem pole.
After this initial idea, I did a number of tests to see what the maximum height was that I 
could get. At a certain length Microsoft explorer stoped displaying the image, so I backed up 
to the maximum length I could find that would be displayed.
All of my images start with photographs. In this case I took a tiny section of a close up of a 
natural thing. Then I blew it up. While I don't want to reveal all my secrets, I made the images 
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with a standard software picture program and kept tweaking the image until it had the feeling 
I wanted.
 
Rick
 ---------------------------------------
Hi Rick,
 
Hope you are well?
 
Ok, I am still doing research on you and am wondering, are there any books of yours or about 
you available?
 
Secondly, Can you explain a bit more about your digital totem poles, you know, how do you do 
them? what gave you the idea?-because its fascinating, that fusion of technology and nature.
 
Thirdly, how do you react to people critiquing your work? Would you change your methods or 
work etc...if you received an unfavourable review? Who is your best/strongest critic? Why do 
you respect their opinion so much?
 
I know thats a lot of questions but its mainly stuff I cant find out from your site.
 
Thank you for your help
 
Madeleine Reade-Lyons

-------------------------------------
Hi Madeleine,
 
Yes you have my permission to use my images, essays, animations and anything else from my 
site www.rickdoble.net for the purpose that you stated (repeated below) in your email. This is 
all the permission you need.
 
And I would be glad to answer any questions that might be of help to you. I am both a writer 
and a visual artist so I have found that I can articulate some things (perhaps) a bit more 
clearly that a visual artist normally can. At the same time, I don't try to be too conscious, too 
verbal when it comes to making my art. At that moment my mind is blissfully silent and 
almost totally visual.
 
BTW what is it about the UK? In the last couple of years I have received a number of emails 
from students, had my work on web sites, even had a rock band use one of my images for a 
CD cover -- all from the UK. While I get a good response in the USA, the feeling I get is that 
those of you in the UK have a much better understanding of what I am trying to do.
 
And also I do like Klimt's work a lot. Sometimes when I take photographs I think of certain 
painters. For example, in some of my self portrait shadow series I was thinking about Klimt.:
http://www.rickdoble.net/selfshadows2/index.html
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These pictures in particular reminded me of Klimt
http://www.rickdoble.net/selfshadows2/selfshadow28.html
http://www.rickdoble.net/selfshadows2/selfshadow27.html
  
Rick
---------------------------------------
Hi Rick,
 
I am a first year student studying Photography and Digital Imaging with Digital Arts at 
Thames Valley University in London. This semester in Digital Arts we are concentrating on both 
modern and digital artists and our brief is to research both. I have chosen Gustav Klimt for 
modern and your good self for digital. I absolutely love your snowflake work and really, I am 
writing to request your permission to use some of your quotes and images in my research.
 
Furthermore, if you have any important 'lessons' for me to learn about digital arts that would 
be helpful too, though I am not expecting you to disseminate your lifes work in one email!
 
Thank you in advance for your assistance
 
Madeleine Reade-Lyons
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The following paper was written in response to Doble's work with the Big Bang static

Student name: Madeleine Reade-Lyons, Module name: Digital Arts Processes

Digital Arts Processes

Assignment two, presentation and essay

I will be presenting and researching a digital artist called Rick Doble. He was born in Sharon, Connecticut on July 24th 

1944, four days after the assassination attempt on Adolf Hitler. He has been a digital artist for 15 years and a 
photographer for over 30. 

He became enthralled with the stars in 1955, aged 11, and he bought an inexpensive telescope. His love of the stars 
became a lifelong passion and he is still learning about constellations and space today. At around the same time, his 
Mother bought him a microscope, thus introducing him to optics and lenses, which made photography easier to 
understand when he began to specialize in it at a later date.

In 1957, at the age of 13, he studied Einstein as explained by George Garnow in his book, One, Two, Three…Infinity. 
He was greatly interested in Einstein’s explanation of ‘the fourth dimension’ and he has used this theory in some of his 
photographic animations (see www.rickdoble.net, the ‘States of Being’ personal GIF animations for further)

Specifically, I will be concentrating on Rick Doble’s ‘Live from the Big Bang’ series, which is a series of over 100 
images created directly from the radio waves or, Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation, of the Big Bang.

I wrote to Rick about his images asking him various, probably mind numbingly basic, questions about his work. These 
included what his inspiration was, how he captured the data, how he colourised it, did he prefer the colourised or 
embossed versions and so on…I use many of his responses in my essay and my presentation.

One of the important points he makes it that he finds the organic nature of his images the most fascinating aspect.

Below is an example of one such image with colour:

(www.rickdoble.net)
 
Rick Doble says ‘These Big Bang signals are the echo, or afterglow, of the single event that created the universe, our 
galaxy, our solar system, the planet Earth and ourselves. This online exhibit seeks to help bridge the gap between art 
and science.’
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‘Enlarging them was the most exciting discovery. I was able to blow up small portions and maintain a considerable 
level of fine detail. Just like the Universe itself these pictures contain worlds within worlds, each fascinating in itself.’

George Garnow first predicted the existence of CMB radiation in 1948. He said that the Universe had been contracting 
for long ages and that, when it reached its limiting contraction of 10 to the 14th g/cc, or one hundred trillion times the 
density of water, it exploded. This is what we now know to be ‘The Big Bang’
NASA says ‘The Big Bang theory predicts that the early universe was a very hot place and that as it expands, the gas 
within it cools. Thus the universe should be filled with radiation that is literally the remnant heat left over from the Big 
Bang, called the “cosmic microwave background radiation”, or CMB.’ (http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov)

‘For nature is not merely present, but is implanted within things, distant from none; naught is distant from her... 
The power of each soul is itself somehow present afar in the universe...’ 
(Giordano Bruno, Italian Philosopher, d. 1600)

NASA’s image explaining the CMB from the dawn of time

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/m_uni/uni_101bbtest3.html

I would like to pick up on what Rick said about bridging the gap between science and art. 
What he is saying there is important. To many people, myself included, art and science are two completely separate 
things and one does not become the other.

So I am left with a question:

Is something only ‘art’ when it is produced purely for the artistic and aesthetic properties of the piece?

It is widely accepted that, in order to interpret and understand a piece of art, some context is necessary. Context can 
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include background information about the artist, historical reference, the environment of the artist and also their 
perspective on the artwork.

But, is one more important than the other in deciding if something is art? Is it the intention of the artist that makes it art 
or the perception of the viewer? I think that the perception of the viewer is more important in defining a piece as a 
‘work of art’

To me, when I look at somebody’s work, I either have an emotional response to it or I don’t. If I don’t respond to a 
piece then, as far as I am concerned, it is not art.

When I look at Leonardo Da Vinci’s technical drawings of his flying machine or his war machine, or any other 
architectural plans for that matter, I appreciate their aesthetic properties far more than I do their conventional 
properties. 

Leonardo Da Vinci’s War Machine

www.sciart.com

Indeed, all of Da Vinci’s technical drawings can now be bought in various forms purely for their artistic merit. I 
personally own a calendar, sadly it’s from 2003 so is now obsolete but I keep meaning to cut the images out and frame 
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them!

This image of the architectural plans for the new St Pauls Cathedral is quite clearly a technical drawing. However, its 
linearity and simplicity attract me to the image. This may just be because I am absolutely fascinated by St Pauls, its rich 
history, dominant architecture and pure beauty. It is actually my favourite London building; it even beats Craven 
Cottage home to my beloved Fulham! That is art.

I truly believe that beauty, elegance and, in this case, artistic merit is in the eye of the beholder. You may not appreciate 
the plans of St Pauls in the way that I do and see them purely as the ‘artist’ intended them to be seen. That is science

Architectural plans of St Paul’s Cathedral

www.corpoflondon.gov.uk/collage

The Art Institute of Chicago began a year long course, Science, Art and Technology for the benefit of Public School 
teachers that wanted to look at the relationship between science and art.

‘Science and art naturally overlap. Both are a means of investigation. Both involve ideas, theories and hypotheses that 
are tested in places where mind and hand come together—the laboratory and studio. In ancient Greece, the word for art 
was techne, from which technique and technology are derived—terms that are aptly applied to both scientific and 
artistic practices.’ (Adapted from a lecture by Robert Eskridge entitled “Exploration and the Cosmos: The Consilience of Science and Art.” 
www.artic.edu)

Robert Eskridge is another exponent of the ‘science is art’ brigade.

So, because certain practices use the same technique, according to Robert Eskridge, that means they can be considered 
complementary to each other? Well, both a coroner and a surgeon have the same basic medical training but I know 
which one I would prefer to do my appendix operation!

Looking further into the subject I discovered that two UCLA professors, media and net artist Victoria Vesna and 
nanoscience pioneer James Gimzewski, have created a huge project, Nano, to again try and fuse art and science, or if 
not fuse it, at least change peoples thinking a little. Their project, which is at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 
shows the world of nanoscience through a participatory experience. 
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‘The exhibition seeks to provide a greater understanding of how art, science, culture and technology influence each 
other. Modular, experiential spaces using embedded computing technologies engage all of the senses to provoke a 
broader understanding of nanoscience and its cultural ramifications. The various components of "nano" are designed to 
immerse the visitor in the radical shifts of scale and sensory modes that characterize nanoscience, which works on the 
scale of a billionth of a meter. Participants can feel what it is like to manipulate atoms one by one and experience nano-
scale structures by engaging in art-making activities.’ (http://nano.arts.ucla.edu/)

Layout of NANO exhibition

(http://nano.arts.ucla.edu/)

In this installation, people walk through the various exhibits, which allows them to see and experience nanoscience. It 
is not just seeing as in an art gallery though; it is feeling the exhibit, the senses stimulated by the whole space, being 
part of the atoms and then being able to participate in manipulating the exhibit. So, in this way, art and science are in 
collaboration and one does become the other.

On the issue of art and science Rick Doble says, ‘One of my goals as a contemporary artist has been to create 
connections with modern science.’ 

He also explains his thoughts behind the theme of patterns, that is a feature of much of his work (see 
www.rickdoble.net for the exhibits Snowflakes and Totem Poles) ‘As an artist I have always been fascinated by 
complex patterns and have studied the paintings and drawings of Jackson Pollock and WOLS quite carefully. In 1970 I 
spent four days absorbing the wonderful and visionary designs that cover the walls of the Alhambra Palace in Granada, 
Spain. In addition I looked at Bentley's snowflakes for many years before I decided to add color to them. I also studied 
the intricate paintings of Paul Klee, the deluge and cloudburst drawings of Leonardo da Vinci, the woodcuts of Albrecht 
Durer and spent quite a few hours experimenting with moiré patterns’ (www.rickdoble.net)

Rick goes on to say that many artists tend to avoid patterns except for use as a background. A movement that made 
more use of patterns purely for their decorative nature was the Art Nouveau movement from the late 19th, early 20th 

centuries. This is also another example of art and science (in this case the science of nature) being melded together in a 
complementary way. 

‘Life is made up of patterns, from the blood cells in our veins, to traffic flow in a city, to cloud formations. All material 
is made up of microscopic patterns that show how that material is constructed and held together. And our lives over 
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time are filled with patterns; from morning to evening we repeat and repeat day after day. Without these patterns life 
would not be possible.’ (www.rickdoble.net)

I believe there are a number of reasons that Rick has produced his images. Firstly, purely for their artistic merit. They 
can stand alone as vibrant absorbing images without one having any idea of their context and how they came into 
being. Rick also enjoys exploring, pushing the boundaries of art, photography and even science. He believes that 
photographers should actually take ‘bad’ images, just to see what turns out. He says we should purposely blur images, 
under and overexpose them and do things that, as a photography student, you spend years learning not to do. 
Furthermore, I believe, he wants to make people think about the link between science and art and how there can be 
some areas that are definable as either/or.

All things, by immortal power,
Near or far,
Hiddenly
To each other linked are,
That thou canst not stir a flower
Without troubling a star.
(Francis Thompson (d. 1907), Oriental Ode)

It doesn’t end here either! Rick sent me details of a proposal that he is trying to get funding for and it is a very exciting 
installation using his Big Bang data.

This is one of his ideas:

A Big Bang Maze

After entering the maze a participant would see very fine images of the Big Bang on the walls of the maze. He or she 
then walks on further into the maze and the images are enlarged so you can see the amazing organic detail of them. 
Rick has enlarged his images up to 100 times and they often produce patterns that repeat yet are not repetitions. At the 
centre of the maze would be a room containing a live display of lights and sounds from the Big Bang signals at that 
particular moment in time.

The aim of this exhibit is to unite art and science and to allow the participant to experience the Big Bang as something 
living and ongoing. It is not merely an event that happened millions of years ago. Its waves and ripples can be heard 
and felt still.

This essay and the required research has forced me to look at the issues of science and art and I can see now that certain 
parts of the two practices do overlap and complement each other. For instance, I have previously mentioned that I think 
Rick’s images can stand on their own as art. However, through researching the production of the images, I have 
discovered that they have come into being by scientific means. Not only are they based in astronomy but also satellite 
technology is used to capture the raw CMB. Computer technology is used to ‘stain’ them and produce the images you 
see today. Lastly, computer technology in the form of the World Wide Web is used to show us these images. 

In conclusion, I am pleased to report that I have changed my mind somewhat about the science and art issue. While 
there are still things, especially in ‘modern art’ that are quite clearly technology and not at all aesthetic, that does not 
mean that they would not be considered art by some people. After all, beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Furthermore, 
Rick’s images distinctly and elegantly combine art, science and technology in a fusion that is energetic, and exciting 
but so detailed and intricate. It is a combination that really works. 

Bibliography
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Christiane Paul – Digital Art (2003)
Many quotes in my essay are direct responses to myself from Rick after I emailed him

Webography
George Garnows Big Bang theory taken from http://evolution-facts.org/a03a.htm
www.rickdoble.net
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/m_uni/uni_101bbtest3.html
www.sciart.com
www.artic.edu
www.corpoflondon.gov.uk
http://nano.arts.ucla.edu/

NB: My research is not limited to the above mentioned. I researched various books and over 30 sites but only chose to use 
information from, or quote from the above as it was most relevant.
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Doble responded to the he following emails from Lynda Hollis at the Wnchester School of Arts in the 
the UK. She used these answers and text from Doble's essays for her dissertation whilch follows:  

Hi Rick
 As promised a copy of my dissertation - it's presently being checked by tutor - so hopefully it's okay!
 Thank you once again for all your help - much appreciated.
 Lynda Hollis
 Winchester School of Art

----- Original Message -----
From: Rick Doble
To: Lynda Hollis
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2004 7:14 AM
Subject: Re: Is there a market for digital art?

Hi Lynda,
 I have one specific essay about the maket for digital art:
http://www.rickdoble.net/essay_market.htm
 
You wrote:
3.  Do critics really understand the merits and skills of artists working in this field?
 
Like all new art forms it is going to take a while but Time magazine and others have devoted a number of 
pages to this.
Also I have received perhaps ten emails from critics and graduate students in the UK who understand my 
work and with whom I have colloborated. In addition I am in a number of web sites in the UK. So perhaps 
people in the UK understand this media better than others what with Talbot inventing photography in the UK 
over 150 years ago.
Here is a graduate paper written by a student in the UK about the Big Bang exhibit:
http://www.rickdoble.net/big_bang/Digital_Arts_Processes_ass2.html
in reference to this page:
http://www.rickdoble.net/big_bang/index.html
Here is a review of my animations from the UK:
http://www.film-philosophy.com/vol3-1999/n15martin-jones
in reference to this page:
http://www.rickdoble.net/animate/index.html
 
4.  Is it considered cheating - because there is a perception that art/photography produced mechanically can 
be created in seconds or manipulated as opposed to using traditional techniques?
 
Truly artistic photography is as legitimate as any art form. The difference is that photography deals with 
whole images and painting and other art forms are created from pieces. I think that this is the cause of the 
confusion. In other words when I am taking a photograph I see an entire scene at one time and try to find the 
decisive moment. I work hard and take hundreds of photos to get the right one. Going to a location, taking 
the photos and then going back and editing the work is as time consuming as painting. Cartier-Bresson is 
the perfect example of this - any photograph before or after the moment of his most famous photographs 
would not work, or have the power of his great work. Painting is built brush stroke by brush stroke. The 
confusion comes about because of trying to compare the process of photography to painting, when they are 
entirely different at level of greatest artistic expression.
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See this essay:
Why Photography Is An Important Art Form
Why Photography Is A Very Different Art Form
Photography can't get no respect when it comes to fine art, 
but there's more than meets the eye.
http://www.rickdoble.net/photoisart.htm
 
Also you might like:
The new expressive capabilities of digital photography:
http://www.rickdoble.net/photoexpress.htm
And digital experimenting:
http://www.rickdoble.net/thedigitalwaytoexperiment.html
  
I have a number of other essays that may answer some or most of your questions:
http://www.rickdoble.net/essaymenu.html
 
I will be glad to answer any more questions that you might have.
 
Rick Doble
---------------------------------------------------
Lynda Hollis wrote:
 am a third year degree student at Winchester School of Art in England.  I am beginning to gather 
information and comments to assist in the writing of my dissertation.  The topic I have chosen, which is of 
particular interest in terms of the medium for my own work, is art created using digital technology.  It appears 
to me that artists working in this field are struggling to get the recognition and a market that their work 
deserves.  There seems to be a real absence of books and other information to assist me in my work.  Some 
of the questions that I wish to research, are for example: -

1.  Is there a market for digital photography/art?
2.  Are galleries opening their doors to this new media?
3.  Do critics really understand the merits and skills of artists working in this field?
4.  Is it considered cheating - because there is a perception that art/photography produced mechanically can 
be created in seconds or manipulated as opposed to using traditional techniques?
5.  Are established artists warming to this new way of creating art - if so who?
 
This will hopefully give you a flavour of the basis of my work.  I would therefore be grateful if you could either 
comment directly on this issue in terms of how it is viewed by yourselves.  Alternatively if you know of any 
other previous articles, papers, establishments or websites covering some of the points that I have raised, 
perhaps you would be kind enough to advise how I could obtain access to them.
 
Thank you in advance for any help you may be able to offer me in this matter.
 
Regards
Lynda Hollis
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Dissertation from Lynda Hollis, Winchester School of Art, University of 
Southampton, Southampton, U.K. (2005)

Ms. Hollis cited Doble's essays a number of times in this dissertation.

Lynda Hollis
Winchester School of Art

University of Southampton
Southampton, U.K.

INTRODUCTION

I grew up in a family whose history and traditions could relatively easily be traced back through time.  Changes 
in the lifestyle and achievements were in the main subtle, with the occasional insurgence, by some members, into 
careers and surroundings that although far from the established family norm at the time, soon became accepted.  This 
has been the path through the passage of time.  At family gatherings you could see the connections between the 
generations.  That was until out of the blue approximately 50 years ago, a stranger turned up at one such gathering 
claiming to be a family member.  Everyone asked – who are his parents?  Where did he come from?  What was his 
past?  Who was he a relative of – he doesn’t have many of the family appearances of the family.  Is he really a family 
member?  How will he fit in with the rest of the family?  What do the senior family elders, with the knowledge and 
wisdom of the generations’, make of him?

My dissertation is based on the concept that ‘digital art’ is that stranger, desperate for acceptance and recognition 
in the greater family of fine art?  Like the stranger, pioneers of digital art have been around since the 1950’s, yet you 
may struggle to find much written word about the subject.  Similar questions manifest themselves – where does digital 
art ‘fit into’ the history of fine art?  Does work created on the computer constitute a new art form?  Or is it simply a 
new tool for making old art?  Does it have a place at family gatherings (galleries) or should it be shut away in separate 
rooms or categories?  How does digital art fare in the word play of post modernist theories and ethics?  Who in the art 
world are the family elders to judge this new art form?  Do their narrow, contained, life experiences equip them with 
sufficient knowledge and understanding of the way in which art is created with new technology, to impartially criticise 
this relatively new phenomenon?  Because of the vastness of digital technology, and the many different ways in which 
digital art can be used or shown, I have narrowed the examples down considerably in this short essay to the idea of 
digital paintings, thus briefly touching on related mediums.  Also I will attempt to address the question as to what 
constitutes digital paintings; briefly outlining some of the methods used.  Endeavouring to concentrate primarily on the 
media I have chosen for my own work - digital painting from photography using digital technology.  I am not out to 
verify that digital technology in itself is art, but how the artist uses these tools to make art.  I will also explore the 
background in terms of the difficulties faced by photographers in the acceptance of their work as an art form and 
compare them with those experienced by today’s artists who use digital photography. 

Some critics consider the creation of art by computers to be false and inferior compared with art created by the 
20th century traditional methods.  I will discuss the advantages and disadvantages that this type of technology has 
manifested.    In particular however I wish to explore the theory that real progress in evaluating digital art would be 
made if an individual(s) were to take the time to catalogue and impartially comment on the works of digital artists – 
past and present.  Such an undertaking happened once before back in the renaissance by a man named Giorgio Vasari, 
who wrote the book ‘The Lives of the Most Excellent Painters, Sculptors and Architects’ published in 1550. 

Finally I would like to explore how, or even if, the market for digital media is developing.  Are galleries opening 
their doors to artists from this field or are they reluctant to display such works because of their own, and the general 
publics’, lack of understanding as to the qualities and skill of a digital artist.  Will digital art be welcomed as an 
accepted member of the fine art family or will it be sentenced to live forever on the periphery branded an impostor or 
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charlatan?  In his book ‘Internet Art – The Online Clash of Culture and Commerce’ Julian Stallabrass addresses some 
of these issues.  He states that institutional acceptance of online work by museums, galleries, funding bodies, art 
schools and even art historians is now wide spread.  My own view from both my personal experiences of visiting 
galleries and through my research into this dissertation is that the use of the word widespread is flattering.  There are 
many others, and Stallabrass has made mention of them who still cast doubt as to whether computer/digital art is art, 
whether there are any great artworks in this field and the commerciality of work created.  In his book ‘Why have there 
been no great net artists’ Steve Dietz raised various contradictory problems about Internet art, many of which I too have 
touched upon in my dissertation – please see appendix A.  

CHAPTER ONE
WHAT IS DIGITAL ART?

Photographer artist and philosopher Larry Balch wrote photography is not an art; it is a medium through which 
artists may create art.1   I do feel that this statement slightly misses the point, as it could be said, oil is not art, it is only 
when someone uses it to paint a picture that it then becomes art.  However, I feel that digital art ought to be considered 
from the perspective that it is a fairly new medium for the creation of art, yet the question is still asked – how can 
anything created in such a way be art?  Why then, now that the computer has replaced the mathematicians’ chalkboard, 
pencil and slide rule, (minds eye - Albert Einstein), does no one ask (by virtue of the of the tools or lack of materials 
used) – is that real mathematics or did the computer do it!  Shouldn’t we understand that if required to do so, the 
mathematician could work out the sums for himself on the traditional blackboard with chalk, without the aid of a 
computer?  Consequently should the artist be capable of using traditional paints, brush and canvas to work out his 
images.   Similarly no one questions the credibility of a best selling book because it was written using a word processor 
and not paper and ink.  Equally comments like these could be said about most things in life, however these examples 
are by way of illustrating a point.  

To begin therefore I believe that a basic definition of digital art has to be grasped.  When speaking to friends and 
fellow art students, one of the first things I became aware of was what little meaning that the term holds for many 
people. 

If for example, one attends a lecture in which the speaker intends to discuss Impressionist paintings, or even more 
recently developed films such as video art, one generally quickly constructs a mental image of what slides may shortly 
be appearing on the screen, what artists are to be mentioned and so forth.  Often you may hear comments such as – I 
think I’ve heard about that – exactly what is it?  

My definition of the medium in its most exclusive sense would be works of art produced through a process, in 
which the data, which defines the work, is comprised of bits and is stored and eventually output in digital form. 
Examples, then, of so called true digital art would be artwork created for the Internet, multimedia projects produced on 
the computer and distributed on CD Rom, and prints produced by the digital manipulation of scanned or computer 
generated images and output on a digital printer.  There are however, many other forms of digital art for example: 
interactive instillations in which digital and sculptural elements come together.  Then there are flat screen galleries, 
which have the advantage of showing the art as it was intended to be seen without the loss in definition and light, when 
an image is transferred to a traditional medium.  

This is my broad definition of digital art.  So we have given the stranger a name but does he have a history?  That 
digital art has its own history can, I believe be taken as given.  Clearly a chronological trajectory can be traced in which 
certain innovations and artists appeared at particular historical junctures, then went on to influence future innovations 
and so on.  The Digital Art Museum2 categorises the history into three distinct phases. 

Firstly the period 1956 to 1986 was the time of the pioneers of digital art.  Some pioneers were not primarily 

1http://moca.virtual.museum/editorial/jdessay.htm   - page 2 (2002)

2 http://www.dam.org/intro.htm in general
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artists, but whose visual explorations were crucial to the emerging medium.  The writing of computer programmes was 
central to most of the art created during this period.  Next came phase two, the period between 1986 and 1996 often 
referred to as the ‘Paint Box’ era.  In this period art software became available, although slowly at first.  It attracted 
artists who could create works without the knowledge of programming.  The principle software to emerge during this 
period was the paint programme, underpinned by affordable computers and devices such as the scanner and film 
recorder.  Finally there is phase three.  From 1996 to the present day – the ‘Multi-Media’ era.  With the growing 
availability of technologies of interactivity and Internet access, we see both a democratisation of the medium and new 
interactive and on line art forms.  

In general terms today’s digital artists produce their creations by one of the following processes: - photographic 
manipulation – this is perhaps the most pervasive style and set of techniques currently employed in digital art.  The 
synthesis between photographic and digital tools allows for the elimination of many cumbersome and toxic materials, 
while retaining and expanding upon all the traditional imaging techniques established by more than 150 years of photo 
making.  In this digital configuration of tools the port of entry is the scanner (or digital camera, which is essentially a 
hand held scanner with a lens) and that which can be scanned can be treated as if it were a photograph.  With this 
technology we see advanced abilities to re-touch and cut and paste bits of images from divergent sources combining 
them seamlessly to form striking collages and super realistic photographic composites.  We see unprecedented control 
and manipulation of colour, as well as the distortion and re-sizing of images.  Basically, we see an exponentially 
expanded field of photography.  In and of itself, the expanded ability to manipulate photographic imagery is not what 
makes digital art unique or original.  We have simply switched from photo-chemical to photo-digital and the resulting 
art piece remaining grounded inside of and indistinguishable from, in most cases, traditional photography.  

Natural Media – this software presents the digital artist with a dazzling array of graphic tools that simulate the 
appearance of nearly all the traditional art making tools known to humans, plus some added capabilities to create line, 
texture and pattern that were beyond imagination before the computer.  Working with a mouse or pressure sensitive 
tablet, the artists dance between hand and eye, imagination and material is maintained along with the familiar look of 
pencil, chalk, ink, paint, air-brush; on canvas, paper, cardboard or what have you.  Visually mixing traditional media in 
combinations that would previously have been physically impossible has expanded the digital artists repertoire beyond 
anything that has existed up to this point.  As with photography, the artists have been freed of certain physical and 
material restrictions and new working techniques have evolved.

Machine Art – this is a term that refers to those processes and generators that are automated and achieve the 
finished effect mainly by and within the computer software.  This includes a large number of filters, fractal, texture and 
pattern generators.  In general the output of these programmes are often considered trite and over used by graphic 
professionals.  Since these are the first tools that a potential digital artist stumbles across and because these filters 
created significant and dramatic changes to an underlying image, they are very seductive and do receive a lot of 
attention.  But, because of this tendency and high profile, some consider this sort of digital art is perhaps the edgiest. 
They would argue that it requires great skill and taste to create interesting machine art that does not look worn out and 
already old hat.  Usually, this tendency towards triteness is as a result of not pushing the image far enough.  One pass 
with a fractal generator usually yields results that most may have already seen.  I believe that interesting work can 
evolve from multiple applications and consciously directing the filters effects into controlled areas of the image.  Here 
again, the synthesis of machine imagery and photographic image manipulations mixed with touches of natural media 
does yield highly regarded and unique work.   Fractals are chiefly manipulation of pixels that transform existing images 
with shape and motion – it’s an algorithmic approach for producing computer generated art using fractal mathematics, 
i.e. a mathematical representation of chaos, a computer generated tree that just keeps branching out again and again 
into infinity.  (Illustrations 1, 2 and 3)

CHAPTER 2
IS PHOTOGRAPHY ART?

Consequently
IS DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY ART?
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We have established the stranger’s background and who his family connections are.  However, there are several 
family elders who are of the opinion that those elements that the stranger is related to are not really family in the first 
place.  

The same can be said about my chosen medium – digital photography.  As I researched this phenomenon I 
discovered that there was, and still to some extent remains, a view that photography itself is not a valid member of the 
fine art family.  My opinion, however, that there are two ways of looking at any medium – it is not the medium itself, 
but how it is used.  

Photography struggles for respect when it comes to fine art.  The painter painstakingly adds paint to every tiny 
piece of the canvas, slowly building areas to create the right effect.  The process may well take days, if not even weeks 
and months.  There are those that feel that a photographer comes upon a scene, clicks a shutter and in an instant a 
complete image has been created.  The assumption is that a photographer simply goes into the dark room, processes the 
negative to arrive at a finished print or image.  Photography was the first highly technologically driven art making 
system to suffer the burden of point and click criticisms.  Traditional photography had to wait out the proliferation of 
popular understanding of the process and the subsequent recognition by the masses of the nuances necessary to create 
great pictures.  It is easy to recognise why, with the genre of ‘photo manipulation’, digital art shares much with the 
struggles that the original art form of photography encountered.  

Could something so easy be art?  Could anyone with a camera be an artist?  If the camera can be used to create 
exact reproductions, how does this affect the authenticity of art?  Where is the original and who owns it?  These were 
the concerns expressed when photography attempted to find its home within fine art and they are the same questions 
that confront digital artists today.  Why haven’t critics and art dealers alike not instantly or seamlessly applied the hard 
won legitimacy of the photographer’s art to the work of digital artists?  There is a theory that mechanically reproduced 
work (the writing of German philosopher Walter Benjamin in his book ‘Art In The Age of Mechanical Reproduction’) 
lacks presence and aura.  That such works do not have the appearance that ravages of time, such as cracking paint, 
fading colours and general wear and tear would impose.  Some say that the disconnect from presence and historical 
aura, along with the absence of real tactile texture make the photography seem wan and weak.  A problem magnified 
tenfold when applied to digital creations.  I believe that these difficulties in accepting photography and now digital 
photography have manifested themselves because too much emphasis is being placed on identifying connections or 
similarities with art produced by traditional methods.  Progress would have been achieved at a faster rate if 
photography had been seen as being a completely different way of approaching art and imagery.  The reason is simple, 
states digital art photographer Rick Doble who, in his article on ‘why photography is an important art form’, quotes: 
‘Painting builds an image from the bottom up; photography works from the top down’.3   That a photograph deals in 
wholes and not in pieces.  When a photographer takes a picture he/she takes a complete picture all at one time.

If the photographer does not like that image the choice is not to re-work the picture, but rather to re-take the 
whole picture again, from a different angle, or distance, or with a different lens, or at a different moment, with different 
lighting etc.

Photography in its traditional form is based on the premise that ‘pictures’ are taken, not made.  Nevertheless the 
end product is a picture and this picture is art, which has now been generally accepted.  Perhaps it is because digital 
photography is more akin to the making rather than the creating is why there is a reluctance to accept it into the family. 
Critics and galleries alike, having come to terms with the fundamental differences between the two are now struggling 
to accept the new found similarities.  

CHAPTER 3
TRADITIONAL VERSUS DIGITAL

Digital imaging is I believe impacting on the academic section of the arts community in the traditional disciplines 
of painting, sculpture, printmaking and photography.  However it would appear from research I have made that it 

3 www.rickdoble.net/photoisart.htm - page 1 (2003)                   
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continues to struggle to capture the unquestioning eye and mind of those outside of the knowledgeable body.  When an 
individual views art in a gallery or exhibition context they are supposed to focus on the subject of the work.  With 
computer aided digital art they often become distracted by the way the use of the technology is redefining its discipline. 
Further research into two of these disciplines, painting with computers and digital photography found much evidence to 
support this viewpoint.  

As I have explained earlier there is much debate about the defining of digital painting.  These definitions concern 
the process, style, output and contextual validation as well as the usual comparisons to traditional techniques.  Many 
remain bound up in the view that the loss of the feel and texture of traditionally produced pieces takes something away 
from the finished work.  However my view is that the technology has introduced far more than it has taken away, 
releasing artists into worlds they had feared to explore previously.  For my own work in particular this is true.  When 
producing digital paintings I don’t think about the traditional pallet, I solely concentrate upon the image that I’m 
attempting to form – I let the colours transpire from the pallet’s software.  For example, my Diploma piece – The 
Rocking Chair (2004) attempted to address issues of one specific childhood memory – (illustration 4, 5 and 6), 
demonstrates how a simple photograph can be transformed into something completely different.  For me it had to be 
painterly, soft in colour, simple in image but at the same time powerful in its meaning.  This was not an easy task to 
achieve.  It took many months to produce something so profound.  

Commended artist Glenn Brown reproduces popular works of art in an arduous style making subtle changes to 
the original – I ask myself is this cheating?  The Tate Modern 2000 – Turner Prize: ‘The Shock of the Old’ says not, as 
they quoted in the BBC News Entertainment Magazine 28th November 2000 – A Puzzling Exhibition (2004) ‘Glenn 
Brown, photo artist Wolfgang Tillmans and Michael Raedecker are not exactly old school – it is a refreshing change.’4 

Glen Brown’s original copies of other original paintings – (illustration 7) replaces the thick tactile brush strokes of 
Auerbach’s work with hundreds and hundreds of almost invisible tiny brush strokes using so many layers of thin paint, 
that eliminates the surface texture.  The result is one similar to a photograph due to the flatness of the finish.  Evidently 
viewers were more fascinated as to how he made the painting rather than what the image or artist might have been 
implying.  

Digital artist Buffy Sainte-Marie was asked the question “how does an artist make a digital painting?”  She 
replied, “The artistic process in digital art is very much the same as for making other kinds of paintings.  We choose 
tools, paints, paper or canvas or other media.  We have an idea; we start painting; the idea grows as we paint; we work 
on the painting until at some point we decide the painting is done.  Digital artists can use a mouse, but a lot of us also 
use a stylist (pen) with a pressure sensitive Wacom tablet, which is attached to the computer.  When we draw on the 
tablet, the drawing shows up on the computer screen. 

If we have chosen to tell the computer that the stylist is to behave like a piece of chalk, or a pen, or a wet brush – 
it will!  We can choose the shape of the brush, how wet or gooey the paint is, whether the canvas is bumpy or 
smooth…. whatever we want.  We have 16 million colours to choose from.  Painting on a computer monitor screen is 
literally painting with light.  It takes about the same length of time as it takes to create any other kind of painting.  That 
is, an artist who creates lots of work probably experiences prolific days and slower days.  Inspiration and energy 
fluctuates.  In my own case I’m now faster on my computer than I am with my traditional water and brushes set up, 
partly because of enthusiasm.  As in traditional artwork, sometimes I stop and then come back to a painting later and 
make changes that I would never have thought of the first day.  Sometimes I work on an image for months”5.  
(Illustrations 8 and 9)

There is software, which simulates the painted mark; the chemical, physical, gestural changes are simulated 
algorithmically whilst paint, which can be seen as the traditional bearer of illusion, is itself given body and physicality 
through optical illusion.  For example, repeating a brush stroke, slightly offsetting it in another colour and framing it on 
one side with shadow of a darker tone simulate the embossed or raised mark.  An illusion of the physical substrate of 

4 BBC News Entertainment Magazine - page 1 (28th November 2000)
5 Buffy Sainte-Marie interview creative-native.com/digitalinterview – page 1 (2004)
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the painting (canvas textured water colour paper) is similarly arrived at.

Another form of digital painting that artists use today and have done indeed for some time now, is video art. 
Acclaimed video artist Bill Viola illustrates in his video Hatsu-Yume (First Dream) for me, typical painterly images that 
are cleverly composed.  In his video Viola’s thoughts were around light and its relation to water and to life, and also its 
opposites – darkness, night and death, he quotes ‘I thought about how we have to build entire cities of artificial light as 
refuge from the dark – video treats light like water – it becomes a fluid on the video tube.’6  What I found interesting in 
this piece, was the illusion itself, darkness descends upon the poorly lit water that is softly flowing, the lights on the 
horizon dance on the horizon – a distant city perhaps.  However, as the images unfold the sea becomes a fish harbour 
and the lights are light boxes floating around in the dimness of the water (illustrations 10, 10A, 11 and 11A).  Viola here 
created this illusion, a misapprehension, which although is mystifying, its also for me, satisfying to the eye – I 
personally sensed that I could just as easily be watching a moving Turner painting, with watery colours merging and 
evolving from darkness into light. (Illustration 12)

After interviewing several digital artists (interviews in appendices), I came across digital artist Andrew J. Ortiz 
during his recent ongoing exhibition: ‘Disconnection/Reconnection’ – memory and identity.  I sought to find out how 
Ortiz decided upon digital software to depict his images.  His art is created by a process called digital collaging, in 
which he deconstructs existing images from a variety of sources and reconstructs them into new compositions to 
express his ideas – namely digital montage.  I contacted Ortiz to learn more about his work.  He stated that his approach 
was to address the process of the creation of cultural and personal identity in an image that combines symbols of his 
heritage – juxtaposed with icons from his middle class American family in California, quotes, ‘with the aid of digital 
technology, the layering of images I use to create a final piece is the visual equivalent of the layer of experience that 
creates who I am.’7  (Illustrations 13, 14 and 15). 

However, there still remains an enormous misconception against those who have never experienced this type of 
media, a belief that the finished piece was created either by a robotic artist using clever programming or within minutes 
by a few sweeps of the mouse or stylist.  What critics fail to appreciate is that the time saved in terms of preparation of 
materials – cleaning and drying – now goes into exploring and pushing a digital composition to its limits.  As an artist 
approaches the completion of a traditional media piece, that piece becomes very precious.  The artist is so often 
prevented from taking last minute bold manoeuvres that may destroy a piece even if the artist believes such actions 
might improve the final artwork.  With the advantages of multiple ‘undoes’ or ‘revert’ these risky manoeuvres can be 
fully explored with no harm done if the reality of the ‘idea’ is not as the artist visualised.  Therefore digital works 
should be bolder and ultimately better thought out compositions than have ever before been achieved.  

The discipline of photography has endured similar criticisms with the introduction of digital technology.  Instead 
of viewing a photograph in terms of its artistic merits, many see the finished (manipulated) creation as cheating.  But 
here we are not talking about the differing views of the knowledgeable academics as opposed to those outside this 
group.  Even these that practice within the discipline itself.  I found a web site entitled ‘Is Digital Manipulation 
Cheating?’  Three visitors to this site left their comments as follows:

1. Harry – 27  th   February 2004 – 11.45 a.m  . – “of course it’s cheating.  Its just that there isn’t as much skill required 
to produced finished images as you want them – this is what pisses some photographers off”8

2. Douglas 4  th   February 2004 – 17.39 p.m  . – “this is the way I see it, the manipulation of images has been around 
as long as the medium of photography itself, so the use of programs such as Photoshop should not been seen as 
cheating, but rather an expansion to the photographers tool kit”.9

3. Simon – 14  th   January 2004 – 11.18 a.m  .  “of course it’s cheating, it’s detracting from the image and an unfair 
advantage”10.

Although dyed in the wood wet darkroom traditionalists are extremely resistant to digital technology because 

6 Bill Viola – Hatsu-Yume) (First Dream) Video  – Voyager Press 1998
7 Andrew Ortiz – Disconnection/Reconnection  - Museum Without Walls – University of Texas, Nuestras page 1 (2000)
8 Harry (no surname given) ‘Is Digital Manipulation Cheating?’ Home page 1 ( 2004)
9  Douglas (no surname given) ‘Is Digital Manipulation Cheating? Home page 1 (2004)
10 Simon (no surname given) ‘Is Digital Manipulation Cheating? Home page 1 (2004)
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they feel that digital is cheating, they choose to blinker themselves completely to their own darkroom manipulations. 
Newer photographers believe that any alteration of an image is somehow wrong.  Not yet aware that as their level of 
commitment to the craft of photography and printmaking increases, they too will begin to manipulate their images 
either in the wet or digital darkroom.  Photographer Ansel Adams was perhaps the first well-known artist to heavily 
manipulate his images.  He once said – ‘the negative is comparable to the composers score and the print to its 
performance” – a mantra for most modern photographers’11.

Many agree that each step in the traditional printing process reduces the quality of the image, whereas digital 
techniques are far more adept in rendering colours, details and sharpness.  Producing sensitive imagery in the tradition 
of the chemical dark room required tedious and imperfect techniques.  These are now achieved with unprecedented 
speed and pinpoint control by artists who have more time to focus on ideas and composition than the long process of 
trial and error that was necessary to achieve a degree of control over the end results.  

Digital photography tools reduce exposure to dangerous and uncomfortable studio situations while expanding 
aesthetic potentials through new production techniques.  

Programmes such a Photoshop allow artists to manipulate and subvert photographic information extremely 
quickly and convincingly.  It is extremely easy to learn and to teach allowing possibilities rather than limit them. 
Despite all these arguments there remains the belief that a photographer/artist using digital techniques “instead of 
capturing a moment, they created one”.12   Which brings us back full circle to the onlooker at the gallery/exhibition 
caring more about how an image was achieved rather than the qualities of the work itself. The synthesis of natural 
media simulation and photographic techniques points to the ultimate strengths of digital art.  The artist’s interface with 
such a responsive and versatile machine has opened the door to unprecedented art of hand, heart and imagination.

CHAPTER 4
GIORGIO VASARI

The criticism that it becomes impossible to apply objective criteria of quality to digital/computer art because of 
the assumed tendency to homogenise all work which goes through its mechanisms, is augmented by the more general 
problems of subjectivity in assessment of quality in art practice.  The criticism about the computer’s tendency to 
homogenise, is not usually just argued as being a product of the uniformity of the output, but as being bound up in 
criticisms about the general ease at which goals can be achieved.  This can be countered on one level by examples of 
good practice, which embody appropriateness of output and appreciation of drawing skills used.  Only recently has 
digital art begun to gain acceptance by mainstream art and museum culture, and to form the subject of investigations by 
art historians and critics.  I believe that one of the problems confronting scholars, curators, art historians and critics, 
who want to analyse and describe works of digital art, is that a critical language or framework for these works does not 
yet exist.  Cynthia Goodman an art historian once said ‘if I am a reasonably competent art historian who knows a bit 
about the characteristics of media common to the renaissance – tempera, fresco and oils – I can make rational 
judgements about the impact that the use of those media might have had on paintings produced during the period.  If, 
however, I am a reasonable art historian analysing works of digital art, chances are good that I will have little or none 
of the technical knowledge required to make judgements about the impact of the use of a particular software, computer 
system or printing device on the style of the works of digital art produced by contemporary artists.  Why is this a 
problem?’13

Because without some of that technical comprehension, art historians may feel incompetent to judge works of 
digital art and simply ignore the field or make mis-guided judgements about the aesthetic value of a work based on a 
mis-apprehension of its technical merits.” She added however, that she was not suggesting that someone without this 
more specialised knowledge of the digital cannot appreciate or interpret digital art.  As she believed that it was not 
necessary for someone to have a deep knowledge of Italian Renaissance culture to clearly appreciate and interpret a 

11 Ansel Adams – naturephotographers.net/articles page 1 (2004)
12 Digital Corner ‘Cheating’ www/ users.nac.net/jmp/photo – page 1 (1998)
13 Cynthia Goodman -Digital Visions: Computers and Art (New York: Abrams  - page 5 (2004)
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painting by Leonardo or a sculpture by Michelangelo.  Her point was that, as an art historian, she did rely on that deep 
and sustained investigation of the context for a work of art in order to enrich her interpretations.  She concluded that 
she has a great deal of catching up to do.

However, the vast, ever-changing, media, of digital art makes it extremely difficult for all but a few art academics 
to fully understand the complexities, strengths and qualities of both the technology used to produce it and the finished 
work itself.  What would assist these academics would be the development of a critical language that enabled them to 
make some valued judgements and introduce them to the myriad of work being produced in this exciting and 
challenging field.  Here are two examples of how the lack of subjectivity and language has hindered artists.  From a 
website entitled ‘Digital Photographers Biography’ I found an article on the Brusovani brothers, Nathan and Yuri.  Yuri, 
a painter, considered to be the founder of transrealism, a new artistic method.  Nathan is a photographer and digital 
designer.  Art critics were unable to define Brusovani’s works so they had to do it themselves – calling it ‘Transrealism 
and Multiplication’.  Robert Rauschenberg was an important pioneer in digital art.  When he first presented his collages 
of collected junk, photographs and newspaper cuttings, no one seemed to know what they were looking at.  He could 
not get shows, he could not make sales – people would ask, “what is it?”  

Finally he struck on the idea of calling them ‘Combines’.  There began a greater acceptance of his work because 
people could put a name to it.  He began to get shows and make sales.  This is not however, a new concept!  In his 
writings on the artists of the Renaissance, Giorgio Vasari, gave a language and framework for the study of art, which 
still impacts on us today.  During a dinner party in Rome in 1546, Cardinal Furnese asked Giorgio Vasari (a painter and 
architect) to assemble a catalogue of artists and their works listed in chronological order.  The result was a book first 
published in 1550 called ‘LE VITE de PIU ECCELENTI ARCHITETTI, PITTORI, ET SAILTORI ITALIANI’ –  ‘The 
Lives Of The Most Eminent Italian Architects, Painters and Sculptures’.  In 1568 he wrote a revised and extended 
second edition.  His great book, referred to as the lives of the artists, is not only the fundamental source of information 
on Italian Renaissance art, but also a key document in shaping attitudes about the period for centuries.  For this work 
gave the language, framework, and unbiased analysis of the artists and their work of his era.  If someone was able to 
accept a similar challenge with regard to today’s digital art, it would undoubtedly help academics, critics, historians and 
the general public – but most of all artists by raising the understanding of this new medium.  In retrospect – what 
experience the viewer has when met with a digital image – not how it’s made, but how it’s being perceived. What are 
they ‘experiencing’ when studying digital photography and computer art.   I believe it is essential for art historians, who 
wish to effectively study, critique and teach the artworks produced in digital media, to rethink the standard means of 
describing and analysing works of art.  They are trained in the language of colour, line, form, etc.  However, these 
categories seldom serve them adequately when attempting to relate the qualities of many digital works.  In addition the 
artists themselves must play their part.  They have to realise that they have a lot of explaining to do.  They must be 
prepared for discourse, know who their antecedents were and the traditions from which their work has grown.  They 
have to name it (Rauschenberg and Brusovani), label it and learn to discuss what is obvious to them but to others is still 
‘subtle nuance’.  They must help to build the important and critical base of language, reflection and recognition. 
Without this verbiage, the most innovative and provocative work will disappear right before the eyes of the uninformed 
viewer.

CHAPTER 5
IS THERE A MARKET?

Wouldn't it be superb to find yourself in a monetary position where creating art was undertaken purely as a means 
of being involved in an activity which gave you considerable enjoyment.  To be able to produce art using a variety of 
media, both traditional and modern without a care as to whether the end result had a marketable value?  We are all 
familiar to images of Royals, Rock stars and other 'well heeled' celebrities sitting in a beautiful field of wild flowers 
creating watercolour paintings for their own enjoyment and pleasure.  However the vast majority of artists can only 
dream of living in such a paradise, where their completed work was never to be destined to hang on a wall in their 
'palace'.  The market-ability and sale-ability of their finished product will probably always be key to keeping a roof 
over their heads and putting food on the table.

The conscious decision by an artist to work in the 'digital' area may therefore be considered to be a significant 
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gamble.  As an ‘ism’ it is still in its infancy.  However, as with the recent 'dot com' revolution, to be a player at the 
outset gives you a significant advantage against all those that enter the market place much later, when there is a danger 
of over saturation.  The pioneers of digital art have the opportunity to create their 'niche' and watch others attempt to 
emulate it.  The problems, as I perceive them, are very much dependent on the means of presentation.  The print will 
remain the primary object for the display and commerce of two-dimensional digital art.  While the web will serve as a 
highly portable portfolio and a Global presentation mode for digital art, it will never surpass printed images as final 
marketable output.

David Grant, a contributing editor of American Artist magazine stated recently  "I have a question or two I would 
like to ask you with regard to the market for artwork generated on the computer.  I am struck by the seeming disconnect 
between the enthusiasm of young artists for producing art through computer programmes and the direction of the art 
market itself, in which collectors continue to seek out traditional media.  I don't doubt that I am missing something.  I 
would like to know, “who are the buyers for this new material?  Where they buy it?14.   What they pay for it, and what 
the predictions are for it?  The largest market for art using computers that I would otherwise see is ‘giclees’ which are 
otherwise a form of photographic reproductions."  

Artist Rick Doble responded to this by saying "First there is not much of a market for computer art at present, but 
both the Whitney in New York and the San Francisco MOMA have had major computer art shows in the last year.  Like 
any art form it has to be created first and the market comes later.  I am quite sure that when the gallery owners first saw 
Calders, now famous circus, they wondered what kind of market could exist for such odd collection – of course now 
the value must be astronomical” 15

In terms of marketing digital art produced and displayed, the web has significant disadvantages compared to 
traditional printed media at the present time - although technological developments are producing solutions.  Digital 
artist Uri Dotan makes three hundred DPI resolution editions of his images on watercolour paper.  This is Dotan’s way 
of selling his work, because for the time being he can't sell his work on a computer screen.  Micro charging software is 
expected to be available this year.  

At that time Dotan and other digital artists might be able to collect a micro fee - a small amount for each hit to a 
digital art web page.  The new software will make processing small amounts of money feasible, whereas today credit 
card charges carry high processing fees, unsuitable for an activity like web browsing.

Doble believes that with the development and lower price of flat screens, it will be possible to sell one or more of his 
images that will hang on the wall like a painting.  With the touch of a button an owner could change pictures or 
programme the display to change on a regular basis.  The software that Dotan refers to is Vaporware; new software that 
has been promised since computers first came about.  Their latest statement for this ‘Phantom For Life’ software is now 
supposed to be available in 2004.  It comprises of Custom OS on Windows Xpe kernel, up to 3.0 GHz processor with 
256Mb, High performance nVidia video card, Wireless modules, i.e. Wireless keyboard and mouse with Phantom 
optional components, of storage expansion, cable modern, memory upgrades flat screen displays the list goes on.  But 
although promised once again in 2004 it is not yet available.

However, one artist Janet Cohen stated in an article "After working in new media art for the past few years, and 
after much thought on the matter, I have concluded that new media are not media I choose to work in.  Art and digital 
media is not a good match.  I don't like looking at art on monitors.  The absence of the physical aspect so often found in 
new media art is something I find disturbing, particularly in the distancing effect it has on one's experience of the 
artwork"16

To attempt to obtain as much of an up to date view on these issues from today's digital artist, I sent out several e-

14 David Grant – ‘Is There A Market For Digital Art? Essay – page 1 2004
15 David Grant – ‘Is There A Market For Digital Art? Essay  - page 1 2004
16 Janet Cohen, Keith Frank and Jon Ippolito - Answers and Questions About Digital Collaboration – page 1 (2004)
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mails - see interviews.  I was very encouraged with the responses I received as they confirmed my own views and 
strongly supported my thesis conclusion.  However, during one of my interviews with digital artist Mamtra Herland she 
spoke in some details on the issue of the marketability of her digital work.  She supported much of what I have alleged 
so far in this thesis.  That some respected galleries are beginning to collect digital art and that importantly critics do not 
understand how the art is created and what it requires from the artist.  However, she stated "I attended a digital 
exhibition in New York with artists from all over the world and very few of them actually sold any of their digital 
works.  One artist from San Diego (US) said he sold enough to cover his costs, but he made his living as a digital 
printmaker!"17  Furthermore she said questions about uniqueness, authenticity, copyright and limited editions are why I 
think commercial galleries are reluctant to opening the doors for digital art.  They don't know how to price it and how 
to sell it.  The galleries can't use their traditional investment selling arguments, since this is a new technique, how to 
convince the buyer that the edition is truly limited and that is original.

CONCLUSION

Digital art is about evolution of forms, as well as techniques.  We are constantly presented with opportunities to 
rethink nearly every aspect of art making, art marketing and the role of art in a global gallery.  Where is digital art 
heading?  I believe that digital art will continue to follow the heritage laid before it by photographic art.  Artist J. D. 
Jarvis said “unlike, for example abstract expressionism, which caught the attention of trendy galleries and inspired a 
small, but dedicated, legion of critics and academics who, more or less, spoon fed the work to the American people, 
until it was forced into the mainstream of fine art.  Digital art, like photography will be a ‘ground up’ phenomenon. 
Only after a critical mass of the public understand (with the help of a Vasari!) and accept digital making tools with the 
same confidence and familiarity that they possess for making photographs, will we see the world of fine art ready and 
willing to seriously promote and present digital art?”  This view is supported by Karen Irvine associate curator museum 
of contemporary photography – Columbia College Chicago.  She replied to a questionnaire that I sent her by e-mail 
confirming that there was now a market for digital photography and that almost all professional photographers today 
are using digital technology. 

Don Archer creator and chief curator for the MOCA website sees that the kind of digital art produced today is the 
most popular and widely practiced art making of all time. He stated, “Digital art needs no defence”.18 

It’s here, it’s pervasive, and it has succeeded in encouraging digital artists by the tens of thousands all over the 
world.  It is the most popular art form ever.  It should be taken for granted.  It does not need the imprimatur of fine art 
critics, which will come anyway”19.  However, widely practised, it is a material fact that we find very little of the two 
dimensional visual digital art that I have focused on here in this essay, in the established fine art galleries and 
magazines.  Ahead there lies an even far reaching period of democratisation and the advancement of new markets, 
modes of display and distribution that will certainly revolutionise all aspects of what we now call art.  

Will the stranger be accepted into the family?  The answer, I would like to believe, is yes.  Not because the family 
elders (the critics and academics) will give him their approval.  But because, to the family as a whole he will be seen as 
an interesting and exciting new member, who will spark new life and pleasure to all those who come into contact with 
the family.

17 Mamta Herland – Digital Artist – MamtaArt.com – page 1 (2004)
18 JD Jarvis Essay – Museum of Computer Art – page 9 - (November 2002)

19 JD Jarvis Essay – Museum of Computer Art – page 9 - (November 2002)
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APPENDIX III

About Rick Doble's Experimental Work

Rick Doble was experimenting 25 years before he put his work on the Internet. When he 
was in graduate school getting a Masters Degree in Media (UNC-Chapel Hill, 1974), he 
made an experimental movie which involved time-lapse photography, animated cut outs, and 
electronic music. In the late 1970s he modified an old Zeiss-Ikon bellows folding plate 
camera made in the 1930s to take a standard Polaroid picture with a camera back that Doble 
designed. In addition he modified this bellows camera so that it could take pin-hole 
photographs. 

In the early 1980s he developed his own method of digitizing the public domain 
photographs of Eadweard Muybridge which he then colorized using software that he wrote 
for an early inexpensive personal computer. You can read about how Doble did this in the 
following PDF document that describes in detail his methods.
Woman In Motion: A show and explanation of early digital/computer photography 
before digital cameras

In 1989 Doble wrote a group of essays called Interviews With Kirk Elbod. In this series of 
essays he made a number of predictions about the future, such as the emergence of a 
computer virtual reality and crowdsourcing. 
Interviews With Kirk Elbod In 1989, By Rick Doble
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